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CCAT deficit
Devanie Anderson
LUMBERJACK STAFF

_

The Campus Center for Appropriate Technology’s

|

deficit last year of more than $500 was forgiven by the |
Associated Student Council at its regular meeting Monday. |
Last year’s expenditure was actually $1,183 more than |
budgeted, but this year’s CCAT three-person board of |
directors has already made up $658 of that amount.

Atthe Oct. 21 Board of Finance meeting, Administrative

|

Vice President Jonathan Kaplan said the debt has already
been absorbed from last year’s excess fee revenue, and
the issue athand was whetherCCAT shouldhavetorepay

|
|
|

that money.

‘Lhe board recommended that the A.S. forgive the debt,
considering the current CCAT board is not to blame for

|

the deficit.

The current CCAT

directors lessened the deficit by

|

drawing about $400 from the program’s 1991-92 trust
fund and through fund raising, stated a report by CCAT
co-Director Jennifer McNally.
McNally attributed the deficit
mainly to “poor planning” and
a lack of understanding by last
year’s directors about the
expenses involved in converting

from Pacific Gas and Electric
Co. to an independent energy
system of solar and wind power.
She also said work-study
payment

Steve Harmon

schedules

were

ss

expressed

?

.

06m

not

adhered to last year, causing
excess costs.
Co-Director
Matthew
Barmann

ce
»

|

concern

over the campus phone system in use at CCAT.
He said because CCAT is a residence, the charges for
the directors’ personal phone service are very high.
Barmann also said the bills are hard to include in the
budget because, for example, CCAT has not yet received

a phone bill for last June.
ASC President Steve Harmon said, “The entire phone
system is absurd,” adding that other system possibilities
are being explored. |
McNally said this year’s CCAT directors will try to use

v}
Unhappy Jacks

better foresight and understand budget constraints better |
than last year’s board.
An office worker with knowledge of work-study
procedures has been hired, McNally said, and detailed
budget reports are now required before a project is begun. |
The ASC also voted to reimburse Amber Whaley for
$39 she spent in last year’s ASC re-election to run for the
vice president of student affairs position she now holds.
The motion came out of the board’s recommendation
toconsider reimbursing candidates from the A.S.’sreserve
funds on a case-by-case basis to fulfill a verbal contract

ROBERT BRITT/ THE LUMBERJACK

HSU offensive lineman Rob Pinckard, No. 77,
and running back Freeman Baysinger grimace

from the sidelines during
coming game. Sonoma

Saturday’s

home-

State ran away with a

|

made by last year’s election commissioner, Tom Gjerde.
The A.S. had billed the athletics department twice for
costs totaling about $1,050 incurred in the re-election,

including printing costs, poll booth workers and campaign
expenditures.
Investigations by Vice President for Academic Affairs
Manuel Esteban found “no wrongdoing” by the athletics
department. He said allegations that the athletic department
had “tampered with the elections” were unfounded.
“On the basis of the investigation there was nothing to
indicate clearly that the (athletics department) had

See CCAT, page 7

35-0 victory over the ‘Jacks, who have yet to
post a conference win. For more on homecoming, see page 6 for a story on the king and
queen, members of the class of ’41.
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In the Oct. 23 Lumberjack it
was : incorrectly reported thaté

|

| money from parking meters and

National

| Barking permits funds HSU'sde

19

Currents

| This money actually supports

23

Sports
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Department
cuts create
uncertainty
Devanie Anderson _
LUMBERJACK STAFF

A teddy bear, in one speech and hearing
professor’s office, has been hugged flat by
upset students whose major is being phased
out.

After program reviews last spring, HSU
President Alistair McCrone decided to
phase out three HSU programs and place
industrial technology on probation. He did

this wit: the advice of Vice President for

Academic Affairs Manuel Esteban, the
Academic Resources Allocation Committee (ARAC) and the Academic Senate.

MEG LAWS/ THE LUMBERJACK

Right on target
HSU archery club President David Juliano takes

aim during practice at the Field House. Archery
practices are held 5p.m. Wednesdays and Fridays.
Membership Is free and equipment is available.
Juliano said archery Is easy to learn and a good

Women’s groups

“stress release.” Club members are willing to Instruct

and are very supportive, he sald. The club will be holding

its annual Thanksgiving Turkey Shoot on Saturday, Nov.

23 at 11 a.m. In the Field House. First prize is a turkey.

The departments of speech and hearing
and home economics, as well as the master
of arts degree in education are to be
phased out by fall of
1992 to offset a 10
percentcut in the state
budget.
The future of department faculty, students and even facilities is uncertain.
_
Last week an HSU | =
psychology professor Langlois
came

through

the

speech and hearing department admiring
the facilities which might go to his department.
“Our loss is their gain, I guess,” said one
student, who had hoped to continue her
education at HSU.
Langlois said in order to ensure students

Jullano sald archery Is a sport everyone can enjoy.
See Phase-out, page 6

condemn short-sightedness

Weekend conference examines relationship between humans and environment
Lee McCormack
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Women will lead people to a new way of
thinking in which humans are considered
an integral part of the world’s ecology,
rather than outside managers or users.
This was the theme of Saturday’s
“Working Toward Wholeness...Eve and
Adam Re-invent the Garden,” aconference
headlined by ecologist Naseem Rakha and
writer/speaker Susan Butruille.
‘
The conference was co-hosted by HSU
Women in Natural Resources
and Sciences,
University
State
the
of
Council
Women’s
and HSU Women’s Center.Of an estimated
100 people in attendance, about five were

(

e see ourselves as separate from nature,

but humans are nature. y

The speakers said the conference’s topics
were important to all people, but the mood
was that of women breaking
through current
~
attitudes
to
eventually
save
the world.
men.
Butruille talked about the power of
Roughly defined, wholeness is a way of
women who have stood up and told the
thinking that considers all things — from
truth, citing Anita Hill as a new women’s
people, to plants, to economies — and
hero. At the end of her opening remarks she
strives for sustainable resource use. The
invited all to sing along to “Circle Me
thinking
short-sighted
said today’s
speakers
Sisters,” and the room filled with voices
is leading to the demise of both our social
singing with common emotion.
and biological ecologies.
“At first I thought ‘Oh, group sing.
“We see ourselves as separate from
nature, but humans are nature,” Rakha said. Reminds me of the Girl Scouts,”” said Julie
Yingling, HSU speech communications
“How can we hope to properly manage
assistant professor, about the sing-along.
resources if we aren’t committed?”

NASEEM

RAKHA
ecologist

“But when we started I got a lot of strong
feelings. It made me feel like I was part of
the group.”
“Women are in a unique position to lead
change,” Rakha said. “They don’t have
that much invested in the paradigm. The
laws are created and enforced by men, and
women don’t have the ownership, so they
can move on. I hate to use the word, but the
oppressors never instigate change.”
In an opening presentation, Rakha said
she was inspired by the events of her
childhood in Chicago. The Vietnam War

and the assassinations of John F. Kennedy,
Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm X ail

affected her, she said, but the closing of
Lake Michigan to clean up dead fish and
the death of Lake Erie made her realize
something was drastically wrong.
“Adults were crazy — just plain nuts,”
she said. “Not only were they killing each
other in the Vietnam War and killing their
leaders, but killing the planet, too. I swore
people like me would change the pattern. I
was bitter, angry, enraged.”
She said today’s world is even more
scary, with culture dependent on nonrenewable resources and many people
unable to get from place to place, or toeven
live, without oil.

“It’s a mad pattern and it’s wrong,” she
said. “We spend time and energy trying to
fix patterns with laws and regulations.
We’re spending precious resources on
something that doesn’t work.”
Butruille
and Rakhasaid
the only possible
solution to these problems is to adopt a
partnership approach to management of
the world, as opposed to the present
dominator approach. The dominator model
is characterized by a hierarchical structure,
the attitude that all resources
are exploitable

See Wholeness, page 4
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New minor survives budget woes Wholeness

—~—,

+ Continued from page 3
international specialization or journalism.
“I would like people not in English or
foreign languages to think about the possi-

Bea Tomaseill

LUMBERJACK STAFF
In the midst of HSU staff and budget
Cuts, and the phase
out of minor, degree and
credential programs, the English department has added a new minor and hired a
new full-time professor.
The minor is TESOL, Teaching English
to Speakers of Other Languages, and the
professor hired to teach TESOL-related
.courses is Terry Santos.
TESOL is a “hot” subject right now,
Santos said. “The need is there. The numbers of students interested in TESOL are
there,” she said. “At the state, national and
international levels TESOL is big business.”
TESOL funding was, thus, a natural.
There was no big fight for it as “there’s an
obvious need for it,” Santos said.
Santos grew up in San Francisco and has
“always had romantic illusions about living in the redwood country,” she said. “But
I knew the economic opportunities up here
were pretty limited so I just put it out of my
mind.”
Her teaching career spans nearly two
decades. It includes two years
as a Fulbright
Junior Lecturer in Yugoslavia and nine
years teaching at the University of California, Los Angeles.
Santos obtained her job at HSU at the
same time the TESOL minor was created.
This happened after last year’s TESOL
certificate program was downgraded. The
only curriculum change necessary to create
the minor involved eliminating the TESOL

==

bility of TESOL as a minor. For example,

student-teaching requirement, Santos said.
Simultaneously, extra course offerings of
the TESOL and Second Language Acquisition classes were added.
“T think that TESOL as a minor is better
than TESOL as a certificate
because a certificate is neither fish nor foul,” Santos said.
“It’s not an M.A. and it’s not a major.
“I don’t really think TESOL is an appropriate B.A. anyway. It’s too interdisciplinary. If someone wants something like
TESOL at the B.A. level, I would recommend English with a foreign-language emphasis, English literature, history with an

Women’s Association “ae

Potluck

ALL
Students

Welcome!

Beverages
Provided!

Brunch

people whose B.A. is business related might
consider taking a TESOL course,” she
said.
Such students might find themselves at
job interviews being asked how — having
been educated in Humboldt’s rather homogeneous environment — they might
function ina more heterogeneous environment. Santos said such students can answer they’ve taken TESOL courses in order to better develop cross-cultural understanding.
TESOL courses can also be helpful for
anyone planning a profession that deals
with foreigners, Santos said, as it “gives
them some way of speaking with people
from foreign countries.”
Santos hopes to someday see a master’s
degree implemented into the TESOL program at HSU. Meanwhile, she would like
to develop course offerings in subjects
such as advanced TESOL and teaching
writing to English-as-a-Second-Language
students. The soonest these courses could
be offered would be in about one or two
years, Santos said.
Deciding she needed a change from
UCLA, Santos took a temporary position
at the University of Hawaii. While there,

she saw the announcement about the position at HSU.
“T feel very fortunate to have had the
opportunity to come here,” Santos said of
Humboldt. “T love it.”

and an intolerance for unpopular things

and ideas. The partnership
approach, they
said, is characterized by equality, the
feeling
that all things are integral parts of
the whole andan acceptance of diversity.

The conference called for the attendees
to share personal heroes, feelings and
experiences, which brought about
audience participation and involvement.
“It was very interesting,” said Stassia
Samuels, a wildlife graduate. “I wished it

was going on for
a week. We only barely

brought up'a lot of issues and we needed

more intense workshops. People will go
home and forget in a week or two, but

hopefully some won't.”
Though
“Working
Toward
Wholeness” was primarily a women’s
conference,
the men who attended seemed

to gain from it.
“I was surprised there weren’t more
men,” said Jamie Everett, a special topic

environmental studies senior. “I thought
more men would
want to know how
to be
more ‘whole.’ It's refreshing, being a
white male, to be in the minority and it’s
interesting
to see things from that different
viewpoint.
“I'd like to think (governments will

some day think holistically). Idon’t think
we Can sustain a growing population, but
you can’t manage people like deer. It
would infringe
on alot of their rights. I’m
hopeful for a paradigm shift, but it has to
be done through the existing system.
We'll see the shiftin the hearts first, then
people
will goacton the system,”he said.
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We want ideas about what YOU need!

Sunday, Nov. 10, at 11 a.m. House 55,
between the Library and Gist Hall
826-4216

1991 Award Winning
Clam Chowder for Starters
then Oysters Rockefeller and either: Baked Fresh Escolar
Halibut & Prawns in tarragon carrot juice sauce, or CharGrilled Filet
Mignon w/ pink & green peppercorns, shallots,
roquefort, demi-glaze Cognac sauce, or Roasted Rack of Lamb

with dijon and whole grain mustards, garlic, herb and wine marinade,
We're open

& Madiera wine sauce, or Roasted Duckling Breast with fresh

Monday - Friday

Humboldt County blackberry and Arma gnac sauce, or Fettuccine
and Prawns, Sea Scallops and Chicken Breast sauteed in

8:30 am - 5:30 pm

clarified butter with shiitake mushrooms and romas in Thai curry
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HSU Tutorial Center offers help, hope
Lisa William
LUMBERJACK STAFF
HSU’s Tutorial Center
is aplace
of refuge for students who are serious about their college careers
and are in need of a little academic
assistance.
The center, funded primarily by
Associated Students, provides free
drop-in group tutoring to all HSU
students in high-need areas such
as math, chemistry, physics, English, computer information systems, natural resources and accounting.
Free one-on-one tutoring is also
available in all subject areas to
students who qualify for one of the
following programs: Educational
Opportunity Program, Special Services, Student Affirmative
Action,
Disabled Students, Intensive
Learning Experience, Veterans
Upward Bound, and Indian
Teacher and Educational Personnel Program.
Students who need one-on-one
tutorial assistance and are not in
one of these programs can receive
help for $5.50 per hour.
The Tutorial Center, in House
71, assists more than 1,500 students.
The program makes every effort to employ tutors who are proficient in their area of study, said
Lyn Shaw, center director.

Each prospective tutor must be
recommended by a faculty member, and must have received an A
or B in courses related to the tutorial work.
Potential tutors must also enroll in acourse to learna variety of
tutoring techniques and skills, including an introduction to the
Tutorial Center program,
and they
must have a sincere desire to help
others, Shaw said.
“As a tutor, my role is to help
Students with study skills and get
them to learn to study and eventually do the work on their own,”
said Samantha Gill, an HSU natu-

the center to cut back on the number of work hours available for
tutors.

Even though the program offers a variety of tutorial assistance
for students, the Tutorial Center
has notescaped the effects of bud-

Shaw said she hopes in the future, if funds are available, HSU
will put money toward drop-in
tutoring.
“There is a definite need for it
since it serves all HSU students,”
she said.
“We have students coming who
would like to be tutored and are
turned away because they can’t
afford to pay for it,” Shaw said.
She said the number of students
paying for their own tutoring is
approximately 30 and that number would “definitely double if
students could afford it.”
Shelly Ross, a physical therapy
senior, said the center is a muchneeded resource.
“T like the fact that the Tutorial
Center is there when you need it
most,” she said. “When I’m
stumped on a problem and need
help, someone is always there who
knows how to do what I need help

get cuts.
Shaw said the center’s funding

in,
ip

has been reduced 25
ent this
year by the A.S.
vn
“Because of the reductionthere
have been limits imposed on the

u
gram primarily in
chemistry and physics and likes
not having to track down instructors for help.

ral resources graduate student.

|.#
|"

|

Gill said she chose to become a
tutor because she had helped
friends with all levels of math and |
decided because she liked helping people, she should become a: jie

tutor.

eet
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iia”
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HSU graduate student Samantha Gill helps marine biology

This reduction has also caused

Center. The center Is located In the Little Apts., House 71.

areas” Shaw said,

“Major Dolly Thuriby in pre-calculus at the HSU Tutorial

Class of ’41

Alums home again

Libby Bauman
HSU’s golden graduates Curt Wilson
and Josephine Keating Tyson, from the
Class of 1941, have returned to the university as homecoming royalty.
HSU began selecting homecoming royalty from senior citizenry rather than from
the senior class in 1979. The king and
queen are voted on by other alumni of
HSU.
According to Pamela Allen, HSU’s director of alumni affairs, “Alumni returning
for homecoming lamented what they saw
asa lack of old-fashioned school spirit, and
students back then found the traditional
election of a football-star/pretty-coed combination rather outdated. Both the young
and the old embrace the idea to honor
members of the SOth-anniversary class.
“The honors of homecoming are most
appropriately bestowed upon those coming back home,” she said. “For the students
itis a chance to see the university as it was,
through the eyes of students from 50 years
ago.”
Tyson, a Humboldt County native and
resident of Eureka, worked for the Social
Security Office before retiring. She has a
degree in business.
“At first I was reluctant about being
Chosen, but then I got into the swing of it,”
she said. “I’m just going to enjoy the day.”
Tyson’s daughter, Mary Kay Tyson

DeWald, was one of the last HSU homecoming queens selected from the student
body in 1971.

But neither know where people in the
community will go when they need the
services the department has provided at

exist.

“Not a week goes by that we don’t
receive at least one phone call from
someone wanting to come here
to our
program,” Langlois said.
Peggy Syvertson got her bachelor’s

degree in speech and hearing at HSU

last spring and was planning on doing

her graduate work at HSU.

in Carlotta for 17 years. He currently serves

on the Cuddeback school board.
When asked how he felt about being
Chosen as this year’s king he said, “It was a
surprise, but I’m honored.”

information, call 826-4266.

° Continued from page 3

plied to the major program for this year
and were notified by letter that the
department and major will no longer

Wilson, a resident of Carlotta, was principal at Alice Birney School in Eureka for
18 years and at Cuddeback Grammar School

iis, For

Phase-out

hearing majors. Another 36 had ap-

Josephine Tyson of Eureka and Curt
Wilson of Carlotta, both from the
class of 1941, returned to HSU Saturday as homecoming royalty.

also said och ycelamantl

| oe

tinue teaching at HSU, while Gilmore
might leave the area, perhaps going into
Clinical practice or research.

complete their degree objective within
the one-year time frame, “We're only
offering courses that would allow our
students to meet their major requirements,” she said.
Department Chair Stuart Gilmore
said the decision to phase out the department doesn't “gel” with the
community's need for qualified speech
pathologists.
Gilmore said there are 36 speech and

LUMBERJACK STAFF

a

ree ie ae

An adult re-entry student, she was
upset. After “finally finding something

I really want to do, I had it jerked out
from under me.”
Syvertson wants to stay in the area
and doesn’t look forward to quitting
her job of 15 years to leave and finish
her graduate studies elsewhere.
She said “disappointment is prob-

little or no cost.
In her presentation to the Academic

Senate last spring, Langlois spoke of
the many people helped by services like
education, speech therapy and hearing
screening.

“Now,” she said, “there will be no
to go off campus to get those services
and pay the price for it.”
Across the street in the home economics department, the nutrition and

wellness major emphasis has been cut
while the child development emphasis
will remain intact, administered under
another department.
Department Chair Nancy Frost said

of the 45 nutrition and wellness majors,

10 are expected to graduate this year.
The phaseout means big changes in
career plans for many students.

Frost said some other students have
already transferred to other campuses
because they didn’t want to take the

chance of not having a major upon

returning to HSU after the summer.
But for those enrolled this year, Frost

said, “Their needs are being met under
the constraints that we have. I think
most of the students have

worked

ably an understatement” of how she

through their anger or their bitterness.”
Judi Bosse, a child development senior, wonders how narrow an escape

As for where the faculty is headed,
Langlois, whois tenured, hopes to con-

they cut one department,
will they
do it
again?” Bosse said.

feels.

|

place for them to go...people willhave

her major had, “I'm concerned that if

|
|

CCAT

from the athletics department is now “a
dead end.”
“The administration has spoken,”
he said,
suggesting the A,S. is obligated by verbal
contract to make up the difference.
Four candidates submitted receipts
totalling $254 in costs for campaigning in
the re-election, but only Whaley has
formally requested reimbursement.

* Continued from front page
tampered with anything,” he said. “I saw no
reason to make anyone pay for anything.”
Harmon, who did not vote on the matter
because he was one of the candidateseligible
for reimbursement, said seeking payment

Klamath.”

the

cast from

“A line’s

;
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in the Six Rivers National Forest
on the Klamath River!

FINISHING KNITS, For a professional look
SPINNING FOR KIDS, 5-18 years old
INT. CO-ED KNITTING, Knit your 1st sweater
BEG. CO-ED KNITTING, Learn basics / knit a cap..
WEAVING FOR KIDS, 5-18 years old
PEYOTE BEADWORK

Fall Run Sept, to Dec,

Fiber work is a great way to reduce stress and be creative!
OPEN DAILY * 941 H Street * Arcata, 822-4269
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Students Who Make a Difference
Kathleen Stahr is a student who makes HSU a better place for her
peers. As Assistant Director of YES Global Ed, she conducts “Un-

learning Oppression” Workshops. As co-facilitator of the Lesbian
Evening Discussion Group, she creates a safe environment for
women to come and share. She is a Teaching Assistant for Feminist
Theory, a member of GLBSA, Pi Gamma Mu, and a Von Humboldt
Scholar. Kathleen graduates in December with a B.A. in Social

Pie

Science And will go on to law school to pursue civil rights law.

448-3334

kinko’s

the copy center
Sale price is for 8/2” x 11”, auto-fed, single-sided
copieson 20# white bond.

f

PRICE

Hall East 6, by 5 p.m.
on Fridays. Letters

5th & V St. - EUREKA

®
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Phone 822-6105

world about? Write a letter to

V.P. Lodge $22.00 per person (min. 4)
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Got a beef you want to tell the

~ Sturgeon

Very Close to Fishing as well as Hunting.
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: Salmon

Kathleen Stahr

This ad sponsored by the Residence Hall
Association,
Associated Students, Center Arts, and other
on campus organizations.
If you would like to nominate a member

of your organization:

CALI. OR WRITE TO:
Ruth Bennett
214 Nelson Hall East

826 - 3361
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ACAT programs stir public controversy
Ann Marie Chancey
LUMBERJACK

STAFF

Controversy about the financial
management and programming of Arcata
Community Access Television has some
people wanting the station shut down.
Nancy Barnes, a resident of Arcata and
member of Concemed Citizens for Arcata,
said ACAT is “just not giving us our
money’s worth,” and does not appeal to the
whole community.
CCA, a self-proclaimed Arcata City
Council “watch-dog” group, was formed
after the council’s controversial draftsanctuary resolution in January. Barnes is
not representing CCA in this issue.
Barnes said ACAT doesn’t appeal to the
wholecommunity
because itis “notcontentneutral” and the programming is “slanted.”
She said membership in 1989-90 included
many environmentalists and people
working with Earth First!, according to
ACAT’s records. Barnes said she became
concerned after “Mothers Watch” made a
complaint to ACAT that Earth First! ACAT
members were filming Earth First! protests
in Fields Landing.
Riley Quarles, an ACAT video
production instructor and ACAT general
manager, said if the programming seems
slanted it is because only certain groups are
using the equipment, which is available to
the public, and airing their work.
Barnes said she worries about some of
the groups that become certified to use the
equipment and “have an agenda.”
Quarles recommended CCA members
utilize ACAT to express criticisms of it,
rather than “eliminate the opportunity for a
televised open forum.”
Barnes a few months ago “tested ACAT
to see if they were content-neutral” by
sending in two tapes: a video about the
National Rifle Association and a video on
the local gun club.
Bares said the program was aired only
five times in two weeks. “This is
inadequate,” she said.
Lec Purkerson, vice president of ACAT,
said if it seems a certain topic is being aired
too much or the programming seems
unbalanced it is because “we have more

”
a.

JASON LOVE/ THE LUMBERJACK

HSU theater arts graduate student G.B. Hajim hasbeen

“| really like working with people. Working with high

involved with Arcata Community Access Television
since September, working with high school students.

school people is really fun,” he said. “I'd like to be a

tapes on a certain topic, or it happened
inadvertently. There is an opportunity for
everyone to send in a tape and have it
aired.”
Barnes contends the reason ACAT didn’t
play the tapes as often as other videos is
because ACAT management doesn’t like
the issues.
“The types (of videos) that are played the
most are produced locally,” Quarles said,
but ACAT does air tapes if an organization
asks them to. ACAT has aired about 30
tapes in the past year from the Cancer
Society.

teacher. | really enjoy teaching people this stuff.”

Jan Kraepelien, volunteer director of the

Educational Access section of ACAT and
part-time journalism lecturer at HSU, said
all videos which are submitted are played
unless they contain pornography, slander,
endorsements of political candidates or
items for sale, or violate copyright laws.
Kraepelien said Barnes’ criticisms are
“near slanderous of the organization” and
stem from her being unhappy with the
programming.
“T think ACAT, as a public access, is an
outlet for people who ordinarily do not
have a chance to speak,” Kraepelien said.

Lois Mills, a resident of Arcata and
member of CCA, said ACAT is showing
some “very controversial programming”
she would not want her children to watch.
Programming Mills does not want shown
her children to watch include videos about
hemp, “Deadhead TV” and “Earth First!”
videos, she said.
Quarles said “Deadhead
TV” describes a
lifestyle of some people who follow the
Grateful Dead rock music group.
“It is not a program that has a greater

See ACAT, page 13

Access channel offers public opinion forum for members
Ann Marie Chancey
LUMBERJACK STAFF
Operating on a “shoe-string” budget,
Arcata Community Access Television aims
toovercome funding difficulties
and create
an open forum where the community can
express its views.
ACAT began three years ago as a nonprofit station and is financed through a fee
Cox Cable pays the city for the right to
provide cable services.
The city of Arcata provided the space for
the station, and loaned the money needed to
purchase equipment.
Arcata residents who subscribe to cable
pay a fee of 25 cents a month to reimburse
the city for its loan.
Revenue from the 25-cent monthly
surcharge is used to pay off the loan on
ACAT's equipment, which is accessible to
the public, Arcata City Manager Alice

Harris said.
Harris said Arcata residents, through the

25-cent surcharge, are paying $70,000 —

at the rate $15,000 a year— to pay off the

$55,000-plus interest loan from the city.
The 1984 Cable Act passed by Congress
Officially established the three types of
access. ACAT is inchargeof Public Access.
Educational Access is directed by a subcommittee comprised of ACAT members,
and Government Access is operated by the
City of Arcata
and airs Arcata City Council
meetings.
Jan Kraepelien, volunteer director of the
Educational Access section of ACAT and
part-time journalism lecturer at HSU, said
ACAT is a good tool for schools.
“Schools can use it to produce their own
shows” or air educational tapes through
ACAT to classes, Kraepelien said.
Arcata High School
has become involved
by starting its own video club and airing the
Arcata High Hour on ACAT once a week.
HSU’s video production class produces the
weekly Tuesday Evening Report by
journalism students.
ACAT also reaches community
organizations using the Redwood Video

Club, and encourages them to make and
show videos about their activities, ACAT
Vice President Lee Purkerson said.
Purkerson said he would like to see the
whole community get involved because
“the community is paying for it — they may
as well get involved.”
ACAT President Libby Maynard said
she feels “the purpose of and goal (of ACAT)
is to provide the opportunity to people of
Arcata, and those who work here, a chance
to air their views, travels and share them in
the community.”
ACAT members must either live or work
in Arcata. ACAT has about 60 members
whoare certified to use ACAT’s equipment
through the Department of Parks and
Recreation.
Nancy Barnes and Lois Mills, Arcata
residents who identified themselves as
members of Concerned Citizens for Arcata,
oppose the 25-cent surcharge to cable
subscribers, as well as ACAT’s
programming. Bames and Mills said they
do not represent CCA in this issue.

Barnes said she became concerned about
ACAT when sheexamined Arcata’s budget
looking for expenditures the community
“could live without” because the city is
facing “real strict budget cuts.”
Bamnes said Arcata received a franchise
fee ( a fee Cox Cable pays the city for the
right to provide cable services) of 2 percent
of Cox Cable’s gross revenues.
But when Cox updated its license in
1986, Arcata and other nearby cities
received 5 percent. The extra 3 percent.
funded ACAT.
“However, that is not what it was. Arcata
residents began paying a 25-cent fee they
did not ask for,” Barnes said.
Mills said she too is concerned about her
local taxes going toward ACAT, and the
city council “took it upon themselves to
further tax cable users.
This year Arcata gave ACAT a $2,500
grant from its general fund for a part-time
employee to check out equipment because
the city was taking too much time doing it,
Harris said.
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‘Healthy Moms’ helps women fight drug abuse
problem. “!I still had the house and the TV,

Jose Cardenas

just not the kids.”

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Pregnant and parenting women who wish
to stop using drugs and alcohol have a new
county-sponsored program to help them.
Healthy Moms, a drug and alcohol
counseling program sponsored by the
Humboldt
County
Public . Health
Department, provides assistance
to mothers
trying to quit substance abuse.
With its new facility in Eureka, Healthy
Mons isaconfidential program for mothers
in their drug or alcohol recovery. Mothers
in the program must have at least one child
less than 5 years old.
“I am honored and happy to be able to
offer health educationto women who are in
trouble,” said substance abuse specialist
Lydia Hubbard.
She said she sees clients progress day by
day.
Womencome
from all parts of the county.
Some hear about the program by word-ofmouth, while others are referred from
different county agencies or individuals.
“It’s a unique experience. They are
talented, perceptive people. When I go
home I feel like I’ve played all day,” Blue
Thompson, program coordinator, said.
Women committo stay with the program

She entered the Healthy Moms program
in March. Since then, dramatic changes
have taken place in her life, she said.
“It’s wonderful to watch someone who is

am honored and
happy to be able to
offer health education
to women who are in
trouble. y

helpless turn their life around,” Hubbard
said.
With her children back at home, Leslic
has a new attitude and different plans.

“I feel important,” she said. “I’ve got
three small children to raise.”
“A lot of these women have nothing,”
Hubbard said.
“By the time they come to us, they just
want a chance,” Thompson said.
The new building for the women,
according to Thompson and Hubbard, adds
to the caring and shows them they are
important. “The county did this for the

LYDIA HUBBARD
Substance abuse specialist

women and their beautiful children. They
for six months and must complete a series
of classes in orderto graduate. Ona day-today basis, the staff teaches classes such as
Parenting, Child Development or Infant/
Child CPR. There is also a support group,
as wellascraft and jelly-making workshops.
“Tt’s a wonderful place. The people here
are warm and friendly,” Leslie(not her real

name), a six-month graduate, said.
“They really want to be accepted in

society,” Thompson said. “We are
providing a family atmosphere.”
Leslie said the program has made a
“black-to-white” difference in her life. In
January, she was a pregnant mother using
cocaine. When Thompson was called in,
Leslie’s children were put into foster care.
Leslie did not stop using cocaine until
March.
Leslie said she didn’t believe she had a

are beautiful enough to deserve this,”
Thompson said.
“I would like to see more women get
cleaned up. I feel real sad for them. They
don’t know there is something different,”
Leslie said.
Thompson and Hubbard said they would
like to see more women in need come in.
More information on Healthy Moms is
available at 445-6210.
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Democratic congressional candidate Dan
Hamburg of Ukiah will holda town meeting
in Eureka at 7 p.m. today.
“Taking back the government from those
who have mismanaged the public purse,”
will be the topic of tonight’s meeting, to be
held at the Humboldt County Office of
Education building at 901 Myrtle Ave.
Hamburg, a former supervisor from
Mendocino County, will run against Rep.
Frank Riggs, R-Windsor, in the 1992
election.

Energy task force to
begin work in Spring
Arcata has taken a step toward finding
innovative solutions to its energy problems.
On Sept. 18, the Arcata City Council
voted to form an Energy Task Force.
The task force will be comprised of 11
people.The HSU Campus Center for
Appropriate Technology, Pacific Gas and
Electric, and experts in solar technology,
alternative fuel, construction, transportation
and education will be represented on the
committee. There will also be two
community members on the task force.
The purpose of the task force is to promote

- : tess is.
Best.
oh, ebas saving too,
100% Recycled Paper.
(post-consumer)

.”

eNon-Toxic, Environmentally _. Safe Products.

Your Choices

Makea Difference! .

S©LUTIONS
Environmentally Sound Products.
928 9th St. Arcata .

"across from the Co-op

a

Hamburg to hold
town meeting

ae

Due torainy weather, organizers cancelled
Hemp Fest West last weekend and
rescheduled it for this Saturday.
Theevent, tobe heldin Arcata’s Redwood
Park from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m., is described by
its organizers as a free event advocating the
economic benefits hemp plants can offer,
including inexpensive paper, food and
clothing fiber.
Concerned Citizens for Arcata has
planned a counter-demonstration for
Saturday, claiming the event promotes
druguse.
CCA acts as a self-proclaimed Arcata
City Council “watch-dog” group. The
organization was formed after the council’s
draft-sanctuary resolution in January.
Members of CCA have appeared at the
last two Arcata City Council meetings
claiming the festival can be seen as an
endorsement of marijuana use.
The Humboldt County Republican

Following failed attempts ata legislative
solution to North Coast timber wars, the
environmentalist group Forests Forever
filed a timber-reform initiative Friday with
the state Attorney General’s Office, the
first step toward qualifying the measure for
the November 1992 ballot.
The “Sierra Accord,” drafted by four
California legislators, was intended to end
the timber wars between environmentalists
and the timber industry through compromise, but Gov. Pete Wilson vetoed the
bill (AB860) last month after it had lost
many of its original supporters.
The initiative proposed by environ—
mentalists contains strict regulations which
were cut from the amended “Sierra Accord.”
The initiative is different than Forest
Forever’s Proposition 130 of last year —a
timber-reform initiative which was defeated
by voters.
Forests Forever opposes the River, Oak
and Wildlife Protection Initiative, another
measure which is in the signature- gathering
phase and planned for the June ballot, 1992.
Forest Forever’s initiative pertains

timber industry.

energy efficiency in the community.
Some of the topics the task force might
address include transportation, education,
economic incentives, land-use planning for
energy efficiency, telecommunications, fuel
manufactured from other resources, the
Marsh Interpretive Center and an Intermodal
Transit Center.
The target date for the task force to begin
meeting is July 1992. The application
deadline for all persons interested in posi-—
tions on the committee is Wednesday Nov.
13, at 5 p.m.

REE

Hemp fest Saturday:
opposition planned

contains less severe restrictions for the

ape

Timber initiative
filed for 1992 ballot

primarily to watershed restriction and

seep

Central Committee passed a resolution last
week condemning the Arcata City Council
for allowing the festival on city property.
CCA purchased an advertisement in the
Times-Standard inviting Hemp Fest West
Opponents to join it at the demonstration
which will begin around noon atthe Church
of the Nazarene on 13th Street and will
then move to Redwood Park.
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HAPPY HOUR
M-TH 5-8P.M.
FRIDAY 4-8P.M.

Bud & Henry's
Anchor Steam
Steelhead Ale
Kamakazi

glass

75¢

1.25
:

Peppermint Schnapps

_ pint

$1.50

_ pitcher

2.25

$3.25

5.25

$1.25 a Shot!

Miller Genuine Draft
a Glass $2.50 a itcher!
$1.50 Hot Dog & raft —_——

75¢

aummmmme

WEDNESDAY
Henry’s
75¢
Pin Room
offers

Newly Remodeled

Daily Happy Hour

HSU Special Events

Video Games ¢ Pool Tables
Dart Boards

Fund Raisers
Clubs Welcome

Arcade Room

Your Family Fun Center
Your Hosts: Sal and Laura Tripoli
793 K Streete Arcata

°822-2453¢

a Glass

Hump

Night

$3.25

a Pitcher

eHALLOWEEN

OCT. 31°

Suza Conmemorativo Tequila
¢ $1.50 poppers!

Keep the glass! -

GE Free give away on Halloween Night!
SCHNAPPS
$1.00- Red Hot & Peppermint

Miller Genuine Draft

75¢ a Glass $2.50 a pitcher!
ANCHOR STEAM $5.00 a Pitcher!
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Off-campus work study gives students hands-on experience

Jose Cardenas
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Off-campus work study related to a
student’s major can be advantageous for
students and employers alike.
Federal and state funds available to work
study programs will allow close to 650
students to participate in off-campus work
study, said Gretchen Stadler, job
development specialist at HSU’s Career
Development Center.
Work study eligibility is determined by

financial aid status. Ifa student qualifies for
‘

a loan as part of his or her financial aid
package, that student has the option of
working for the amount of the loan.
The state requires that jobs be related to
fields of study. The federal program is more
lenient, and jobs do not have to be related to
students’ majors.
Schools, businesses, government
agencies or others that hire HSU student
employees are reimbursed 70 percent by
the state, or 50 percent by the federal
government. Students are only allowed to
work for the amount of loan money for
which they qualify.
“It’s hands-on experience,” said Candice

Zamora, a business administration major.
Zamora works as a bookkeeper for the
Redwood Environmental
Education Institute.
Loretta Chance, facility manager at
McKinleyville Animal Center, said student
employees are as efficient as regular
employees. In some ways, she said, students
are even more effective.

“They don’t slack off,” Chance said. “I
see the desire. They are curious and they
have a lot to contribute.”
Chance said they have had very good
luck with HSU students. “They are
excellent employees.”
Aside from the experience related to
educational goals, Stadler said there are

other advantages to off-campus work study.
Students earn their money now, instead of

repaying loans after graduation. They also
explore career options and improve their

qualifications for a permanent job.

Employers receive cheap labor while
they give students the experience they need,
Chance said.

County program helps families cope with divorce
Lisa Willlam
LUMBERJACK STAFF
There is no such thing as a quick and easy
divorce in Humboldt County for couples
with children,
due toa special program geared
towards helping the children.
The program, which was mandated by
family court in Eureka, is administered
through the Eureka Family Service Center.
Itwas designed for parents who are seeking a
divorce.
“The program, which has existed for 31/2
years, is an effort to help parents realize the
effects that divorce will have on their
children,” said Bruce Silvey, marriage, family
and child counselor.

Silvey said parents who have filed for
divorce in the county are required to attend
a four-hour workshop, and show proof of
completion to a judge before they can get
divorced.
Kansasis the only state to have a similar
court-mandated program.
Topics covered at the workshop include
the stages that children go through in
e,nt of children under
the developme
divorc
stress and the grief process experienced by
children. Parents are also offered tips and
advice on visitation guidelines and joint
custody.
Silvey said public records indicate the
parents of more than 400 children in the
county have gone through a divorce, and

that divorce affects 45 out of 100 children
across the country. He said because of this,
“counselors, teachers and therapists have
seen the negative effects of divorce on
children and are very concerned.”
Program Director Paula Nedelcoff said
research has shown children suffer from
social, academic and behavioral problems
when their parents are getting a divorce.
“Divorce can be very traumatic for
children
of all ages... .parents need torealize
this and understand what their children’s
needs are,” Nedelcoff said.
She said there is no better way to tell
parents how their children will be harmed
by their divorce than mandating a program
to educate them.

RAGLY
Fresh Baked Breads :® Breakfast Pastries *® Cookies
Chocolate Truffles : Espres so Coffees *® Cafe Seating

Specialty Cakes *® Wedding Cakes
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7 DAYS

209 E Street

2223 Harrison Ave.

600 F Street

Old Town,

Eureka

Uniontown Shopping

Eureka
445-2923

442-1336
é

Center @ Arcata
826-9000
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Plaza phantoms

Karin Shriver slits her wrist above Jennifer Lockwood,
participant of the Haunted House on the Arcata Plaza.
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GOLD RUSH COFFEE

roasted on the Humboldt

Coast.

AND, from local bakeries— fresh pastries, bagels,
scones, muffins, croissants, cookies and cakes.
BROWSE through our unique selection

of gift baskets featuring Humboldt County
food, beer and wine.
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THANK

YOU

to all the students who

will go "Into The STREET'S"
On November 1 & 2

|

And Make A Difference in Our Community

OOD

LUCKH

"Ito The STREETS"is
¢ an opportunity for building coalitions
with diverse student groups
¢ a vehicle for creating community
partnerships
¢ about students taking the lead to address
the problems of our society

° a powerful tool for change
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Sexual harassment
Thomas hearings shed light on legally elusive issue
might be if they are offensive or
upsetting
to the recipient. Trading
jokes can be a simple pleasure,
We might never know the truth about
ora violationof someone’ srights.
Anita Hill’s allegations against Clarence
Sexual harassment is a form of
sex discrimination, and the law
Thomas. However, it’s clear that her story
contained many typical features of sexual
is specific to the workplace,
harassment: aman ina powerful position, a
including the “workplace” for
woman who wants to succeed, events that
students, the college campus.
The law as it has evolved
take place in private, telling friends, but not
lodging a formal complaint and harboring
covers both “quid pro quo”
behavior, known to some
the anger for many years.
students as an offerof “an ‘A’ for
Thomas’ reaction
a lay,” (or worse, the threat of a
was also typical.
News
‘C’ if no lay), and also the more
Flat denials often
common and general concept of
~
occureven when the
“offensive environment,” which
analysis
facts are known.
consists of “conduct of a sexual
These
typical
nature...when such conduct has
features might have been the very reason
the purpose or effect of
why much of the public didn’t believe the
unreasonably interfering with an
allegations — as high as a 2-to-1 ratio
individual’s work (or school)
according to The Wall Street Journal, Oct.
performance or creating an
17 didn't believe them.
intimidating,
hostile, or offensive
It’s been said that “men just don’t get it.”
working (or studying) enviIt seems more likely a whole lot of people,
ronment,” as stated in the Equal
both men and women, don’t get it.
Employment
Opportunity
Sexual harassment law is far ahead of its
Commission guidelines of 1986.
time, in that society isn’t ready for it. We
can’t even deal with harassment’s more
As with all discrimination law, the focus is on conditions or behaviors
blatant close relation, rape.
that interfere with equal opportunity.
Both crimes share many features: victims
In acampus example, if sexual jokes about women are told repeatedly
are primarily women, perpetrators are
in a class, it is likely that some women students will feel embarrassed,
frequently close acquaintances, incidents _ invisible or diminished, which is very likely to have a negative effect on
are grossly underreported and the victim is
their performance in the class.
often held responsible for the crime.
It can be difficult to make a sexual harassment complaint stick. The
Why is sexual harassment so hard to
rules of evidence are stringent and for the subtler forms they usually

hleen P
GUEST WRITER

n

understand? The legal category is fairly
new (the first federal case was in 1976),and
it’s usually not the behavior itself that is
illegal, but rather its effect.
The “crime” is in “the eye of the
beholder,” and is often very subtle or
indirect. A request for a date is hardly
illegal, but repeated unwelcome requests

require persistent, repetitive behaviors, more than one witness and other
corroborating evidence.

~ Sexual harassmentis underreported partly because we’re tooaccustomed
to some of the behaviors and our own reactions. There’s little or no

advantage to making a false accusation and it’s far easier to make no
complaint when one should.

See Harassment, next page

Kathieen Preston,
- -—-;
professor of psychology | .3
and women’s studies,
came to HSU in 1971. She
was one of the founders of
the women’s studies
program in 1972 and was
interim affirmative action
officer for the fall semester
ot-1989. She has led or
participated in sexual
harassment workshops on campus and in the
community since 1985.

Credit card sprees lead to troub le for students
Rhonda Crisp-Foster
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Paying with plastic can lead to poverty.
Winchell Dillenbeck, chief executive officer of the
Consumer Credit Counseling Service branch in Arcata, is
ona mission toeducate students about the evils of overusing
credit.
“Student’s credit problems usually begin after
graduation,” Dillenbeck said. ““They don’t always find the
job they are hoping to and it becomes a struggle to make
existing credit card payments along with student loans
which become due after graduation,”
Dillenbeck said, “It’s a multiplying effect that gets
recent graduates in hot water.”
The local Consumer Credit Counseling Service chapter
is one of 650 nationwide. The program exists to educate
people about credit spending and to help those with
existing credit problems manage a budget and avoid
bankruptcy.

Dillenbeck said Consumer Credit Counseling Service is

JASON LOVE/THE LUMBERJACK

Employee Jayson Olson, a business management
senior, completes a credit card purchase receipt
at the HSU Bookstore. Students can become
entrenched in debt from credit card abuse.

supported by minimal fees charged to people who use the
debt-management services. Some creditors also elect to
support the program through grants. Counseling remains

a free service through the program.
“Having a credit card is a novelty. It makes you feel
powerful in that it gives you instant spending power,”
Dillenbeck said.
But that instant spending power can turn into a real

problem if an understanding of the cost of credit is not fully
comprehended.
“Students need to look at the cost of credit. The finance
charges often go overlooked by credit users,” Dillenbeck
said. “The realization finally comes when monthly bills
don’t seem to be putting a dent in the balance.”
He suggested credit users pay no less than 5 percent of the
charges each month so thata noticeable amount is subtracted

from the balance. Lists of low-interest credit cards are
available at the Consumer Credit Counseling Service office
on H Street.
Catherine Fogarty, an environmental biology junior, has
had a Citibank MasterCard for two years.
“I usually pay off the balance each month so that the
account doesn’t accumulate interest, but this semester I got
a little behind and now I am making just the required
payments,” Fogarty said.
“I definitely will not acquire another credit card. I don’t
need one. MasterCard is everywhere I want to be,” she said.
Fogarty said she thinks students with credit cards should
get lower interest rates or the annual fee should be waived.
Bank of America offers a special student program where
only minimal qualifications are necessary to obtain a card.
Jim Reynolds, manager of Bank of America in Arcata,
.said the bank offers the program to students because of
long-term relationship possibilities.
“The bank wants to establish lasting relationships and

See Credit, next page
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Harassment
* Continued from previous page

Investigations of sexual harassment

The Lumberjack

our stated ideals, sexual harassment will
be a problem.
College campuses are particularly
vulnerable to the problem because of the

properly involve confidentiality, special power of faculty over students,
protection of both individuals’ rights, both perceived and real, in determining
and careful inquiries by knowledgeable success in academia and in future careers.
and unbiased professionals, Needless to Atleast half of most student groups now
Say, these conditions were not even are female, many of them young, while
approximated by the FBI or the Senate professors
are more educated, verbally
Judiciary Committee in the Thomascase.

Even when the law is understood, some

people still don’t get it. Although most
agree that women
people would probably
can be as capable as men and deserve
equal treatment,there is underlying and

adroit, ostensibly sophisticated and fairminded, often older and still mostly male.
Thus, the conditions for sexual
harassment

are

enhanced

and

its

expression more likely to be subtle and
unacknowledged.
widespread resistance to the influx of
The nervous joking about sexual
women into the workplace.
~ harassment
thathas followed the Thomas
The most important male role is still hearings is understandable, but it
breadwinner and women are still seen as undermines the serious nature of the
recipients of breadwinning, not problem.
Only some people are guiltyof
competitors for it Remnants of chivalry sexual harassment and very few of them
can add to the feelings of unfair advantage will ever beidentified. Y ettheir behaviors
and anger. Unexpressed-anger can lead are hurting the lives and careers of many
to unacknowledged hurtful behavior.
people.
Add the element of sexuality and the

resultca
be explosive
n . Mating customs,

Credit

Tips from Citibank

° Continued from previous page

¢ Keep track of your credit use.
You need to know how much you

Until we disentangle
that relationship,

and until our deep beliefs begin to match

where man is the hunterare
, ill-suited to
situation
equitable working
s and when

For more information about sexual

power become inextricably confounded.

220 or call 826-3924,

harassment, stop by the Affirmative

the reality is not so equitable, sex and Action Office located in Siemens Hall

The final part of the series “Focus on International Education” will appear in the Nov. 13 issue of The Lumberjack. Itwillfocuson professors who teach abroad and their
roles in international education.

this program offers that potential,” Reynolds
said.
“This program gives students the
opportunity to establish credit and it’s a
great source of emergency cash,” he said.
Although Reynolds believes the program
_
is a good idea, he cautioned students.
“It’s not free money, it has to be paid
back,” he said. “Plan before you spend.”
Citibank, the largest supplier of cards to
students, has issued more than 1.5-million
student accounts since 1983. Its presence
on campus is evident at the beginning of
each semester and periodically throughout
the school year when the company sets up a
recruiting booth for new applicants.
“We're not too thrilled about that,”
Dillenbeck said about the recruiting booths.
“Although Citibank does more than
probably any other creditor in terms of
education, more needs to be done. Their
(Citibank’s) philosophy is that out of
everyone that gets a Citibank credit card,
only 2 percent will be poor risks. The small
amount of defaulters is a drop in the bucket
in the long run,” he said.
Fogarty agreed the recruiting booths are
bad news. “Those booths are just asking
students to go into debt. It’s not right.”
Dillenbeck said his long-term goals at
Consumer Credit Counseling Service are to
become more active in local colleges and
high schools in terms of credit education.
He said there are not enough classes offered
atany local campus to help students manage
their budgets and lines of credit.

Fl
A
i

yourself. Based on your present
income, expenses, spending habits
and your ability to pay, you should
determine what limit is best on any
one credit card, as well as all your
cards combined.
¢ Limit thenumber of credit cards

you have. Don’t get them just to
have them. As a college student,

your credit card needs might easily
be satisfied with just one bank card,

one gas card and one department
store card.
¢ Think about how soon you'll be
able to pay off the balance when
you charge a purchase. If it’s more
than a few months, maybe the
purchase should be postponed until
such time as you can better manage
it financially.
¢ Be as serious about credit-card
debt as you would be about getting
a bank loan for the same amount.
More information on responsible
use of credit and other financial
issues is available in a free booklet
from Citibank. Itcan be obtained by
calling Citibank toll-free at (800)

669-2635 or call Consumer Credit
Counseling Service at 822-8536.

;
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and keep a running tab of what's

Big Enough to Deal, Small Enough to Care
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owe at any time. File your creditcard receipts in a small index box

Central Ave.
McKinieyville

° $22-24p1
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Over 40 years ago, Carl Karcher built his first
hamburger stand. And the stand for quality he
made then, still stands today! Try our Famous Star
Hamburger™ and see for yourself.
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2 Famous Star Hamburgers

for only

$ 969

486-25MHz DX CPU « 128 High Speed
CACHE « 2048K RAM Installed «
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Super High
Performance
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Business Graphicy
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Multi-Tasking,
Windows, , OF

Networking

Student
Discounts
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Cheese extra, coupon not
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“Free delivery available
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NOW!
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NEEDED

Don't let campus administrators make all the
decisions affecting your college life. Have a say.
There are still university and Associated Students
committees that need student input. If you don't

present

the

Ny

OPEN COMMITTEES

Wy

student

17

viewpoint,

who

PsBe,

PRESENTS

NINER NIGHT

will?

Academic Affairs

peadomio Resourses haceaton

2 CaN

vi

every MONDAY nite

6 till 10.

GOD RUSH

ALE 99¢

Affirmative Action

Center Arts Main Stage
Communications Committee
Disabled Students
Instructional Communications

ico”
——
Sn etntan
Media Services

DUO

SSS

FILS H

TAC os

Watch Monday Night Football
while enjoying our traditional
hand-made ales
Everyone

CUE LULU

If you are interested in any of these committees or would like to become involved with student government, contact the Associated
Students at 826-4221. Or stop by the A.S. offices located
' in the University Center South Lounge.

Welcome

856 10th Street, Arcata

TEXTBOOKS for the Fall Semester

|

will be returned to the publishers

Le

beginning November 1“

PUBLISHERS

* 826-BREW
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El Teatro de la Esperanza presents

Artist

Guillermo_
Gomez-Pena

Real Women
Have Curves

A multi-faceted portrait of the contempo-

A full figured comedy that tackles

rary Mexican/US border experience.

$9 general / $6 students & seniors

racism, sexism and fear with a size 40
sense of humor!

2 tickets for the price of 1! Hsu students only

$13 general
$8 students

Thursday, October31, apm

& seniors

Jose Gutiérrez
The Depat, HSU
Traditional folk music of Veracruz, Mexico.
$10 all tickets

TUMETS: The Works, Eureka & Arcata

The New Outdoor Store, Arcata & University Ticket Office, Nelson Hall‘East, HSU
All performances at HSU Van Duzer Theatre unless otherwise noted.
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Hot/Hip Rockin’ Western Swing

ASLEEP AT
THE WHEEL

Tickets $15 » Doors 7pm/Show 8
From Portland...
Gutsy Heartland Rock/Reggae

LITTLE WOMEN
Plus: NEW POTATO CABOOSE

Tickets $8 » Doors 8pm/Show 9

Exceptional World Beat Music
Rhythm & Groove Dance Party

ZULU SPEAR
Tickets $10 » Doors 8pm/Show 9
Triple Bill of Jamaican Reggae...
Premier Reggae Harmany Trio/Imovative Dub Poet

MIGHTY DIAMONDS
MUTABARUKA
With: THE 809 BAND
Tickets $15 » Doors 7pm/Show 8
W.C. Handy Award "Best Blues Guitarist”

Modem Slide Master of Delta Blues...

ROY ROGERS
& The Delta Rhythm Kings
Tickets $10 * Doors 8pm/Show 9
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Beer Garden

3-Time Grammy Award Winners...

*“WEDNESDAY®
NOVEMBER 6

Se

SATURDAY:
NOVEMBER 9

§

*FRIDAY®*
SIU KTRGe
“SATURDAY?
NOVEMBER 29| NOVEMBER 26 | NOVEMBER 16

ORO

International

18. & Over Welcome
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Advance Tickets Available At:
The Works—Eureka & Arcata
Humboldt Brewery—Arcata

856 10th Street » Arcata
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Oct. 30 - Nov. 14

Monday thru Thursday - 7:45am to 6:00pm

Friday - 7:45 am to 5:00 pm
Closed Saturdays & Sundays
826-3741
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CELEBRATE CENTER ARTS’
“CHICANO VOICES” & THE
DAY OF THE DEAD WITH Us!
THE DAY OF
photographs by
text by Rosalind
$16.95. A visual

THE DEAD, with
John Greenleigh &
Rosoff Beimler,
treat giving insight

into this ritual marking

on the road of life and

the seasons

death.

THE CAMPAIGN, by Carlos

Fuentes, $22.95. A saga of
revolution and love by this
internationally known Mexican
author.

an EASY THING, by Paco
pier Taibo Il, $4.50. A detective
thriller in the heart of Mexico City,
one of the most fascinating,
polluted and cosmopolitan cities in

the world.

THE TORTILLA BOOK by
Diane Kennedy, $13.00. From
shrimp tacos to Torta Moctezuma

this lively cookbook will spice up

your kitchen and your heart.
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From plain ore to beauty galore

Jewelers make

MEG LAWS/ THE LUMBERJACK

subsequent cooling — is used | to soften the metal, make it less
Instructor David LaPlantz shows David Head how to anneal metal
during jewelry and metalsmithing class. Annealing — heating and _ brittle and make It easier to form into jewelry.

Jilayne
Jordan
LUMBERJACK STAFF
on have probably walked past HSU’s jewelry/metalsmithing lab at some time and been assaulted by the noise
of what sounds like a 20-car pileup occurring within. Or
perhaps you’ve seen the menacing visages of goggled,
gloved and armored students wielding torches and hammers
and, like most, hurried quickly away.
But a cautious peek from outside will never match a
deliberate frontal assault into the heart of this lab.
Art majors take the beginning class mainly to fulfill a
requirement, but continue on through the intermediate
section and into the advanced class for different reasons.
Every semester a large amount of students majoring in
subjects other than art take the class, mainly out of the same
curiosity you might experience when you pass by the lab’s
iron doors.
“I had no idea what I was getting into in the beginning,”
said Kathi Snowden, a junior art major in the advanced
section. “Then I discovered how wonderful it was working
with metal, and now I wantto getinto the jewelry business.”
Professor David LaPlantz, David to his students, has
been teaching HSU’s jewelry/metal-smithing class for 21
years and is an ever-present figure in the lab.

H. is actively involved in the business of jewelrybracelets which
and ngs
making. He creates brooches, earri

he sells through galleries in Portland, Ore., Santa Fe, N.M.,
Los Angeles, and many other West Coast cities.
In 1988 he wrote a book,“‘Artists Anodizing Aluminum:

he edited “Jewelry/
this year
and,”
The Sulfuric Acid Process
Metalwork

1991

Communication.”

Survey:

Visions

Concepts

'

LaPlantz has also recorded four instructional videos on
jewelry-making and metal-smithing.
The purpose of the class is to teach the students how to
work with metal. They are taught how to create various
things, from rings and other jewelry to household utensils
like silverware and teapots to decorative sculptures.
“We make the nonsensical, the whimsical and the
practical,” LaPlantz said. “Humans have the ability, the
imagination and the skills to convert stupid-looking pieces
of metal into something really interesting. That’s what
we're all about.”
Students work with bronze, copper, brass, aluminum,
sterling silver and, on occasion, gold. Other materials used
by the class include plastics, paper and mild steel, which is
a sturdy, low-carbon steel used for building cars. They also
dabble in the use of cabochon (non-faceted stones) and
faceted stones, including moonstones, opal, malachite,
jade and turquoise. Precious jewels are mainly used in the
more advanced sections.
“The medium of metal is very appealing to me,” said
Michael Cohen, a third-year art major. “You have to
physically change it with tools and strength and shape it
into what you want.”
The jewelry lab looks like an industrial yard. In the
workshop students use soldering torches to melt or form the
metal, and various hammers to beat it into the shape and
texture they want. Nitric, hydrochloric and sulfuric acids
are used for cleaning and decorative etching. Pliers, hand
saws and metal files are also used.
In the heavy-machinery section of the lab is equipment
for grinding, polishing and forging metal, as well as anvils
for shaping and manipulating metal. The lab is one of the
best equipped on campus, and also the loudest.

Students learn how to anodize aluminum with sulfuric
acid, which creates a layer of rust-like material on the
surface of the metal and makes the metal able to absorb dye.

The process also helps protect the metal, as well as being
able to turn the piece any color, or colors, the artist wants.

The classes hold an annual student show in the spring to
display some of their creations in the Reese Bullen Gallery.
Recent class pieces are displayed in a glass case in front of
the lab.
Senior Pat Williams has a mask on display in the annual
Ink People Mask Exhibition in Eureka.
Jewelry-making and metalsmithing aren’t easy.
“It takes real dedication and strong finger muscles,” said
senior Elizabeth Roberts, who is also a student lab assistant.
“The class is very labor intensive,” LaPlantz said. “It
requires good eye-hand coordination, some luck and a lot
of hard work.”
LaPlantz doesn’t tell you what you have
to make. Utilizing
your own imagination and creativity successfully interests
him more than how well you can follow the syllabus, he
said.
The class will teach you skills and techniques in how
to create jewelry, statuary and functional utensils. What it
looks like or how it’s used is up to you.
But the class isn’t just about metal. Occasionally LaPlantz
will ask the class to present an idea, any idea on anything,
in the form of a speech. He’s interested in how well his
students can communicate an idea to others — in short,

how well they can think.
One thing you should never say to devotees of jewelrymaking and metal-smithing is that it is a craft, not an art.

Please see Jewelry, page 21
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‘Doctor’ gets taste of own medicine
P.J. Johnston
LUMBERJACK STAFF

‘The Doctor’:

William Hurt’s latest movie is just what
the doctor ordered for anyone who’s endured
the ordeal of modern medical treatment —
and that includes just about everybody.
In “The Doctor,” which opens Friday at
the Arcata, Hurt plays Jack MacKee, a San
Francisco surgeon whose tables are turned
on him when he
becomes a patient
in his own hospital.
i

Christine Lahti, Elizabeth Perkins,
Mandy Pantinkin. Directed by
Randa Haines. Screenplay by

The film isbased
on Dr. Ed Rosenbaum’s
1988 book,
“A Taste of My

Drama. Starring William Hurt,

Robert Caswell.
Evaluation: x x *

Mov le
review
1.
aa

Own Medicine,”
written after its
author was diagnosed with cancer
— an experience
which dramatically
changed
Rosenbaum’s view of the role ofa physician.
The book’s title is an appropriate one and
it perfectly illustrates the central theme of
“The Doctor.” As directed by Randa Haines,
the movie is almost vicious in the way it
pulls the rug out from under the cooly
professional, overtly pretentious world of
the doctor.
Haines, who collaborated with Hurt in
“Children of a Lesser God,” treats the rather
heavy material with almost perverse relish.
It’s as if she were championing all the

PHOTO COURTESY OF TOUSHTONE PICTURES

With the help of patient June Ellis (Elizabeth Perkins), Dr. Jack MacKee
(William Hurt) begins to understand the ordeal of being a patient.
you’ve got the staples to prove it.”
MacKee will pay for such insensitivity,
as the sting of movie karma forces him to
understand the trauma of being a patient.
Haine’s hard-hitting approach works,
as Dr. MacKee is dragged out of his wisecracking, insulated world of the heartless
heart surgeon through the bowels of his
own hospital, leaving him distraught and
distracted like any other patient.
By the time MacKce begins to feel some
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Van Duzer Theatre

Halloween
Monster Bash!

GRATEFULLY
YOURS

Featuring KINGFISH; TOM CONSTANTEN, former keyboardist for the Dead;
DAVID NELSON from the Jerry Garcia Acoustic Band and New Riders of the Purple Sage.

*5/ STUDENTS

$8/GENERAL

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8TH 9 PM

Thursday Oct. 31st
Costume Contest

Van Duzer Theatre

$50 ist

LAURIE ANDERSON

$25 2nd

$15 3rd

(Winners announced at 12:30 a.m.)

Presenting her new work “Voices From Beyond,” a politically pointed
piece dealing with issues such as the Gulf War, censorship of the arts,
and the exclusion of women from power in America.

*

BAP

12/ STUDENTS

$15/GENERAL

GHOULISH DRINK SPECIALS

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 11TH 8 PM

<4 ALBE
RT
COLL
INS
& THE ICEBREAKERS

Van Duzer Theatre

S12/STUDENTS

$15/GENERAL

WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER 13TH

Orange Beer
Halloween Punch
Monster Mudslides
Orange Margaritas

75¢ aglass

$3.00 1/2 liters

$3.00
$2.50

Please Come and Drink our Bud!

The Master of the Telecaster!
“The most powerful guitarist in the world.” Musician Magazine

9PM

CALL 826-3928 49 "eas

865 9th St.

Site

real compassion for the sick and starts to
make amends for past injuries, we’ve
watched him endure a series of personal
and professional upheavals that make his
revelation credible — and poignant.
Haines has the support of a great cast, led
by Hurt, who lets his complicated character
evolve through subtle idiosyncrasies and
telling facial expressions. Not unlike Hurt’s
character in “The Accidental Tourist,” Dr.
MacKee isa frustrating person to be around
— really kind of an asshole. But Hurt plays
him with a stifled humanity that, when it
finally breaks through, comes as an
exhilarating relief.
“The Doctor” also boasts strong
performances from Christine Lahti,
Elizabeth Perkins and Mandy Pantinkin.
“The Doctor” is much more than it
promises to be — the latest in a recent spate
of “dying man” melodramas. The movie is
a sharp, insightful glance into the dynamics
of the doctor-patient relationship. Itpacksa
wallop for you and me and teaches an
important lesson tc doctors everywhere.

Ka

patients who ever had to sit in an
overcrowded waiting room, deal with an
endless bureaucracy, suffer humiliating
examinations
and fall prey tocallous medical
practitioners.
In an early scene, Dr. MacKee — played
with unnerving complexity by Hurt —
answers a patient’s concerns about the
hideous scar left from heropen-heart surgery,
“Tell your husband you look like a Playboy
centerfold,” the good doctor quips, “and

si

822-2302

Arcata
Please Don’t Drink & Drive
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Play deals with diet, deportation
Feminist Issue,”
undocumented

Jilayne Jordan

LUMBERJACK STAFF —

women

on

whom

all

the
now-

documented garment workers in
Los Angeles.
The play takes place at Garcia’s
Sewing Factory in East Los
Angeles, where the five women,

Getting a green card and getting
into a size five are issues five
Latin women question amidst a
factory full of prom dresses in
“Real Women Have Curves.”
This two-act play is being
presented by the San Franciscobased Chicano theater troupe, El
Teatro de la Esperanza, and is a
part of CenterArts’ production
“Chicano Voices.”
“Real Women Have Curves”
was written by Josefina Lopez
when she was 21 years old. Lopez
was born in Mexico and raised in
Los Angeles, where she lived with
her family for 15 years — all as
undocumented residents. At 17 she
wrote her first play, “Simply
Maria,” which aired on the Public
Broadcasting Service. “Real
Women Have Curves” is her most
recent play and is based closely on
her own life.
Lopez dedicated the play to the
five

and
and

Pancha (Hallie Frazer), Ana(Tara
Levin), Estella (Elise Guerrero),

Rosali (Claudia Rosa) and Dona
Carmen (Martha del Rio) struggle
to fill an order for 100 prom
dresses. It is these women’s fears,
dreams, problems and pervasive
wisecracks that make up the
backbone of the play.
“The play draws you in with its
humor, then addresses the
important issues,” actress Frazer
said in a telephone interview from
Hayward. It portrays through the
eyes of the five women what it’s
like to be a Latina or Latino in
America, the importance placed
on women’s physical appearance
in our society, the fear of
deportation, and love and relation—
ships. But the play especially
stresses the strong camaraderie
that develops between the women
despite the differences in theirage

the

characters are loosely based: the
author of the book “Fat is a

Jewelry

and backgrounds.
“Many people have been
touched by the play and our
individual performances,” Frazer
said. “There are aspects of each
character
in everyday relationships
between mother and daughter,
friends and the people you work
with.”
“Women” has been touring most
of the United States since spring
1990 and will continue to play
over the next several months in
New
Hampshire. and
the
Southwest. The group has yet to
go to Mexico, Central or South
America, but would like to, Frazer

said.
The theater group, El Teatro de
la Esperanzo, was formed in 1970
as astudent group atthe University
of California, Santa Barbara,
where it concentrated on helping
to expose discrimination against
migrant workers.
Frazer said the play ends up
making a feminist statement,
although this wasn’t her original
intent. “Our characters are saying
‘This is the way we are, and if you
can’t love us for what we are

PHOTO COURTESY OF CENTERARTS

Latina garment workers question the issue of the female
-beauty myth in “Real Women Have Curves.”
there’s nothing we can do. We _ students and seniors and $13 for
can’t live for you anymore, we
general admission. Tickets are
available at the Ticket Center in
need to live for ourselves.
“Real Women Have Curves”
Nelson Hall East, the New Outdoor

plays Friday at 8 p.m. in the Van

Store in Arcata and the Works in

Duzer Theater. Tickets are $8 for

Eureka and Arcata.

Finals

“It is really fun. I love changing the
physicsof things, working with hard metals

ae

and making them soft, playing with fire and
dangerous chemicals. It’s a power trip,”

° Continued from page 19

ive Karaoke
Friday, November 1st

Badger said.
A few students felt it was a combination

They are likely to become hostile.

9:00 p.m.

of both art and craft. “It depends on how

“Tt is a full-on art,” Roberts said. “Metal
is, in fact, more permanent than most art.
History has been marked by it — the
Copper Age, the Bronze Age. Metal is
integral. It has separated civilized people
from the primitive.”
“I actually feel more like an artist in this
class than my painting class,” senior art
major Wade Badger said. “You're much __
more involved in the creation process.

With the Hits”

you do it,” senior art major Pat Williams

said. “It’s art if you are making really
individual stuff, but if you are putting out
the same ring every day it’s a craft. It
depends on how much creativity you put
into it.”
“Tt’sboth,” liberal arts senior Nancy Bixel
and
techniqueeo
craft is in the
said.
‘
: “The oo
the art is in the design and creativity.
skills,

To Winner
Grand Prize

$400.00 in cash
2nd Prize

Karaoke Singing Machine
(Compliments of
Eureka Music Center)
(Value $230 )
x

aa

a_

3rd Prize

$100.00 in cash
There’s still time to be a eoeeet
won us Monday, Tuesda

ednesday Nights at 9:0

a m.

The Ritz Club e 240 F Street, Eureka e 445-5850
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Upstairs at Collage
Folk Art ¢ Textiles
¢ Ethnic Jewlery

customer who called about the student discount:

«Sorry for the misunderstanding! Please call the Fo

,

BS “INwr YEARS WHEN PEOPLE WANT
TO KNOW WHAT A ROCK CONCERT WAS
LIKE, THEY'LL REFER TO THIS MOVIE”
The Village Voice

“BEST ROCK ’N ROLL FILM TO DATE”
BILL GRAHAM
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H.I.P.

444-9671

HUMBOLDT COUNTY'S LARGEST SELECTION OF
PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR FOREIGN CARS
Fora

:

eC UL

STUDENTS

,

D,

iF

Pe] ad

10% OFF ALL IMPORT PARTS
except sale and special order items

ina
Each way from S.F. based on a
roundtrip purchase:

Los Angeles
New York
London
Guatemala
Tokyo
Sydney

$ 29*
$153*
$235*
$245*
$269*
$465*

Restrictions apply and fares may change withOut notice. Many more destinations eveilabie.

Council Travel
312 Sutter Street #407
San Francisco, CA 94108

415-421-3473
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North Coast Bakery uses the
finest ingredients and still puts out
the best bread available for less!

ARCATA'S FLORIST
SERVING HUMBOLDT COUNTY
OVER FORTY YEARS

How do they do it? It’s not easy!
They buy wholesome ingredients
fresh from the source. They

Corsages

Balloon Boquets
Fruit & Gourmet
Food Baskets

don't add preservatives,
additives or dough conditioners, and they don’t have a
costly distribution system.

\\

)

Try North

Coast

Bakery

ELDA V. UELAND

for

Delivery
Service
From Trinidad To

College Of The Redwoods
FLOWERS WIRED
AROUND THE WORLD

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
1540 G. ST. ARCATA

ome

/
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mw

You can find North Coast Bakery
products at all three Co-op stores.
Organic

i

S n

822- 0391

fresh, wholesome breads,
pastries, cookies, and for
delicious breakfast and
lunch-time specialties.

{

2
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and baked fresh right in Arcata.

{

oneMo
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You do get fresh eggs, real
butter and whole grain flours
mixed with natural seasonings

(;

}
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re

Nine

Grain

Organic

| BREAD

Sesame

9.10)

y..5 J.10m..$
$1.38

1.5 lb.

Prices

NINE GRAIN
PANCAKE MIX

21-95

$2.40

$1.38

effective

Package

Three
Convenient
Locations
To
Serve
You!

ARCATA

Wheat

1.5 lb.

October

29

thru

$2.50

Package

ey

|

nos

November

EGG-FREE BUCKWHEAT
PANCAKE MIX

8° 1-95

|,

Organic Sprouted Wheat

BREAD

$1.38
4d.

>

x 1.5
10lb.

1991

BULK NINE GRAIN
PANCAKE MIX

§..790¢

Everyone
Can
Shop!

tj

i

yA]

+ EUREKA

|,
:

“NOVEMBER 4-8
822-8712
16th & G St.

- ARCATA

445-3334
5th & V St. - EUREKA

kinko’s

the copy center
Sale price is for 8'/2” x 11”, single-sided full color
laser copies on 20# white bond. Resizing extra.

Everyone

Can

- FORTUNA

Join!

Tell It, sell it, buy It,
Say It in
The Lumberjack Classified
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Cos-sacked
HSU quarterback Chris
Oswald is sacked by
Sonoma State defensive

tackle Corey Cheney-Rice
in the Lumberjacks’ 35-0
homecoming loss to the
Cossacks Saturday.
Sonoma made eight sacks

against the Lumberjacks
and held HSU to 59 yards
total offense. The loss
drops the ‘Jacks to 0-2 In
conference with HSU

traveling to CSU Hayward
this weekend. The

Pioneers are tied for third
place with the ‘Jacks In
the Northern California

Athletic Conference.

ROBERT BRITT/ THE LUMBERJACK

Post-season race for nationals begins

Men’s cross country to defend NCAC title
Dave Gallagher
LUMBERJACK STAFF

For the HSU men’s cross country team,
the time has finally come to see who is the
best in the nation. The last two months now
mean nothing
and the next four weeks mean
everything.
“I know the true potential of this team,
and it hasn’t achieved it yet because we are
just starting to peak. We have to be right on
it,” Coach Dave Wells said.
The first step to nationals begins Saturday at the Northern California Athletic
Conference Championships in Chico. The
top three teams will advance to the Western
regionals Nov. 9.
HSU and UC Davis, ranked No. 7 and
No. 10 in the nation, respectively, will be
battling for the top spot. In the three times
the two teams have met this season, HSU
beat the Aggies twice and tied once.
“T think conference is legitimately ours
right now, but we can’t let up an ounce or

Davis will be right there,” Wells said. “They
are fighters and scrappers who will take
advantage if we let up.”

“Davis is hot and cold. They flirt with
greatness and mediocrity,” junior Pete

Oviatt, HSU’s top runner, said. “‘All their
runners would have to have a great race to
win because of the way our team has been

running lately.”
Oviatt has been having some problems

over the past week with a cold. This has
been a cause of concern for the team,
bedevelthat
cold
a
had
Oviatt
1988
cause in
oped into an unknown ailment and took

him from running for a year.
“He (Oviatt) is tough as nails,” senior
Chris Hobson said. “He will be there no

matter what happens because he is that
committed.”
“Pete will give his 100 percent. He is the
kind of person that can pull through anything for the team,” said freshman Dave
Wasserman.
Another concern is the course at Chico,
which has been criticized as too rigorous
and possibly unsafe.
“They made some changes, and trainers
from Chico went over it and said thatat is
fine,” Wells said. “We would only request
changes if we thought it wasn’t safe. Another problem is that the trail has thick dust

Women's team
Dave Gallagher
LUMBERJACK STAFF

and if it rains hard Chico will have to use a
different course because this one would be
just thick mud.”
Wells said the team is focused right now
on conference — with an eye on regionals
and nationals.
“The team knows that every level will be
a battle,” he said.
“Nationals is our final goal. We’ve spent
a lot of time working on this and we are
almost there. Nationals is where it’s at,”
Wasserman said.
Wells said the key to winning is being
able pack the team of runners as close
6

gunning for’ shot at regionals

in this weekend’s Northem California

confident
that they will do the best they can
to accomplish it.”
The women will have their work cut out
for them, because the top three teams going
into the conference championships are
ranked in the top twenty in the nation. UC
Davis is No. 4, Chico is ranked No. 18 and

Athletic Conference Championships at
Chico.

conference easily while HSU will try to

The women's cross country team
started the season ina rebuilding
process

and is now looking to qualify for regionals

“We are really psyched. We are gun-

ning for teams in our reach which is
Stanislaus, who is in third place, ” said
freshman Kim Guedez, who has been
the No. 2 runner
on the team during the
season
after top returner Denise Walker.
“We set three goals at the beginning of

Stanislaus is No. 19. Davis should win
catch either Chico or Stanislaus.
“Both teams are very close in ability, but
Chico has the advantage of running on their

home course and it seems that Stanislaus is
sliding down after doing well early in the

season,”

said.

The team is optimistic about the chance

the season,” Coach Nancy Lough said.

to place third in conference because the

“The first two goals were to have a
unified group and maintain a positive

women feel that they haven’tachieved
their

outlook throughout
the season, and we’ ve
accomplished that. The third goal is to
place third in conference
and I am very

together as possible.
“We need to have our first five runners
close together to win meets,” Wells said.
“To win nationals, for example, our first
and fifth runners need to be under 30 seconds apart. It is also important, for example, that our fifth runner beats the fifth
runner from Davis in the conference championships.”
At conference, the team is allowed to
have nine runners. Representing HSU are
Mitch Brown, Paul Elmore, Bill Frampton,
Hobson, Chuck Mullane, Oviatt, Chris
Parmer, Wasserman and Scott Whitham.

potential.

we have is that we are doing much better
in practice than in races, but I think that
is due to inexperience that comes with
having such a young team.”
Lough is using eight runners in the
meet. They are Walker, Amy Perry, Gerry
Seymour, Alice Akinson, Debbie Williams, Andrea Gibbons, Guedez and
Carolyn Morris.
Lough said the race will come down to
how the second-through-fifth
runners will

do.
“Almost every team has a top-notch
runner. Davis will probably fill the sec-

ond-through-fifth gap. In order for our
team to do well we will have
to have a
good showing with our second-through-

fifth runners,”
Lough said. “Realistically,
arace is determihed by mental toughness

“Our planned peak is happening exactly

and our middie group of runners because

where we want it, the conference champi-

Denise (Walker) will have her hands

onships,” Lough said. “The one problem

full.”
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UC Davis

Humboidt
Sonoma
SF State
Hayward
Stanislaus

PCT
737
889
-708
.261
206
214
154

PCT
875
857
667
500
429
125
.000

Last week
Chico 3, Sonoma 0
Chico 3, Hayward 0
Chico 3, SF State 0
Master’ College 3, Stanislaus 0
Humboidt
3, Oregon Tech 0
UC Davis 3, Hayward 0
UC Davis 3, Grand Canyon 1

This week
UC Davis
at SF State
Tues
UC Santa Cruz at Hayward
Wed.
Sonoma
at Stanisiaus
Fresno Pactiic at Stanislaus
Thurs

Fri

Humboldt
a Notre Deme

Sat.
Mon.

SF State at Menlo College
Air Force Premier Tournament
Humboldt
& Mensiaus
Chico
at UC Davis

NCAC
Sonoma
UC
D. vis
Stanislaus
Humboldt
Chico
SF State
Hayward
Last week

Chico1, UC Davis 1
Stanislaus4, Chico 1

PTS
17
17
15
10

OVERALL

OCNLLON=-N 4

Men’s Soccer
ceveer

UC Davis football was defeated by
Chico 24-20 Saturday, ending a 10-year,
52-game winning streak in Northem California Athletic Conference play.
The win was the Wildcats’ first over
the Aggies in 19 years. The last conference loss suffered by Davis was against
HSU in 1981.
The Aggies’ defeat puts them in the
unfamiliar position of a second-place tie
with Chico behind SF State and Sonoma
State.

NCAC
Chico

es

winning decade

Women’s Volleyball

=e

Davis loss ends

Last week
Chico 24, UC Davis 20
Sonoma
35, Humboldt 0
SF State
32, Hayward 17

N@OwVSon

The HSU women’s volleyball team
launches the second half of its season
with a road trip to the College of Notre
Dame Friday and CSU Stanislaus Saturday.
Notre Dame was dropped from the
Northern California Athletic Conference
following a 1990 season that saw them
not show up for one match against HSU
and only score one point in another meeting with the Jacks.
Although improved over last year,
Stanislaus is in last place in the NCAC
and has lost
26 out of 28 matches to HSU.
The Lumberjacks are third in conference
behind UC Davis and Chico, respectively.
On Saturday HSU breezed toa 3-0 win
over Oregon Institute of Technology in
the East Gym that took less than an hour.

Hayward

O-NNO=---4

into second half

NCAC
Sonoma
SF State
Chico
UC Davis
Humboldt

@Bveaann=-r

Volleyball digs

HSU men’s soccer will travel to
Hayward this weekend following a pair
of losses at Sonoma State.
The ‘Jacks lost 5-1 Saturday and 3-0
Sunday to the Cossacks, who lead the
Northern California Athletic Conference.
Having played half its games against
nationally ranked teams with top performances by junior forward Kamika
Sherwood, senior midfielder Kevin
Wiese and junior goalie Mike Taft,
fourth-place HSU hopes for a strong
finish to the season.
Hayward is seventh in the NCAC,
coming off losses to CSU Stanislaus and
San Francisco State.

Football

O~OO2ONS

Soccer looking
for strong finish

The week in sports

“NOLVENBZOS
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SF State 3, Hayward 1
UC Davis 3, Hayward 1
UC Davis 5, Notre Dame 1

Stanisiaus
4, Hayward 1

Notre Dame 1, SF State
0 (OT) This week
Sonoma 5, Humbotdt 1
Toss.
Sonoma
3. Humboldt 0

Stanisiaus
at UC Davis
Notre
Dame at Chico

surfboards - wetsuits - clothing

The Shelled Synchilla*®
Jacket combines functional

skateboards - sepenvies

fabrics and features in a
design that doesn’t peg you
as just out of the woods.
Unbreakable and, frankly,
hard to improve. Your
basic luxury item.

NORTHERN
MOUNTAIN SUPPLY
932 9th Street, Arcata, CA
e 822-2680 «

5th

& Commercial St. « Eureka

Open 7 Days A Week « 445-1711
© Patagonia, Inc., 1991 Photo: DENVER BRYAN
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Why not try triathlon? Multisport geared to personal goals
Sept. 29 was finally here — D-day. The

she would have to run about 20 miles, bike
100-110 miles and swim 6,000-10,000
yards per week.
People who want to give a triathlon a try
Just
to see what it’s like don’t need to put in
mega-miles. To earn a unit of credit in the
triathlon class, a person only has to swim
1,700 yards, ride 180 miles and run 90
miles during an entire semester.
“I’ve found the key to success is
consistency,” Hinze said. ““You can’t train
for
a while, take
a break and think you’ll do
well.”
In the past, the intramural office has put

Humboldt Short-Course Triathlon was
beginning and I was prepared.
I stood by the pool watching the first
heats, my goggles hanging nonchalantly
around my neck and a Speedo gently, yet
firmly containing my tri-butt.
This was the day I’d been waiting for. A
500-yard swim, followed by a 10-mile bike
trek and a 2.5-mile run lay before me. Last
spring I placed fifth in the ironman 20-35
category, held back by my abysmal swim
time. But this year I was ready to rock.
I’d been in Intermediate Fitness
Swimming for three weeks and had
improved my swim time by more than a
minute. Water was now my domain, and |
was a pseudo- Aquaman ready to reign over
my corner of the Seven Seas.
Butassoon
asI hit the water everything
changed. I forgot everything I’d learned in
swim class and reverted to my childhood
when I was so afraid to swim in the deep end
that I hid under my bed when it was time for
lessons.
My limbs flailed around in a crazed,
random manner, whipping the water around
me to a white froth. By some miracle of
physics my body slowly moved forward.
Meanwhile, the guy sharing my lane was
gliding effortlessly along, using his
Aquaman power and probably talking to
the dolphins.
It’s alonely feeling getting outof the pool
after everyone is long gone and finding
cobwebs on your bike, but I brushed them
off and got underway.
I eventually pedaled my way through the
bike section and staggered through the run.
By the time I finished all my friends were
oldand tumbleweeds were blowing through
Redwood Bowl.
I’m not getting paid to win races, so it
doesn’t matter when I come in. It was fun
and I got to sport a cool number on my left
arm and leg for a couple of days.
I’m living proof that a person doesn’t
have to be a super athlete to do triathlons.
“Just about anyone you know can do
one,” said Mike Hinze, triathlete and
triathlon class instructor. “It just depends
on how fast you want to go.”
Hinze said the amountof training needed
varies greatly with the individual’s goals,
but it is important to have a good fitness
base. He said for a person to be highly
competitive at these “sprint” distances he or

T; riathlons are a lot of fun... there’s something
satisfying about running around in a Speedo.

2D ue to Student Apathy:
No new clubs will be recognized
and no monies will be allocated
to clubs. What a pity...

/

Join the

Say good-bye to this lie.
For more info, contact Vicki Allen @826- $357

Lee McCormack

ARCATA AUTO

on one triathlon in the fall and another in
the spring.
“It’s usually so far to travel to races,”
Hinze said. “It’s a real treat to have one so
close to home.”

He said the spring triathlon is an asset to
local triathletes.
“Itis nightin
the beginning of the season,”
he said. “It’s a good tune-up and lets people
see where their fitness level is.”
In an effort to get more participation,
the HSU Recreation/Intramurals office
plans to drop the triathlon this spring and
try a run-bike-run biathlon on May 3.
“Possibly people
don’ tcome out because
they’re not strong swimmers,” said Jan
Henry, assistant intramurals director.
“Maybe without the swim we'll get more
people to come out.”
Whether you’re bi- or tri-athletic, the
intramurals events provide great
opportunities for giving multisports events
a try. There is plenty of time to train for the
biathlon and more than enough time to
improve that freestyle stroke for next fall.
. Triathlons area lotof fun. For me, there’s
something satisfying about running around
in a Speedo, and the feeling of
accomplishment is immense.
I’m
disappointed about not having one this
spring, because I was looking forward to
talking to the dolphins.

Your Source for both
Foreign & Domestic Auto

Parts& Accessories

|GE>

737 G STREET
ARCATA, CA

822-2911

patagonia
SYNCHILLA® CLASSICS
"lhe Synchilla® Snap T-Neck has seen most of the known world. It
could well be the ultimate multi-purpose
utility garment. Now available in
prints or solids.

oe

Valley West Shopping Ctr.
(Giuntoli Ln. off Ramp)
4

Atleand

7

0

nail,salon

gl

em

822-5991
MWFS 9-§:30
Tth 9-7

(Walk-Ins Welcome)
Early momings & evenings by appt.

NORTHERN
MOUNTAIN SUPPLY
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Open 7 Days A Week
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rentals

GifiPPY

‘HOUR

5-5 GON. - Sit

Try the rest
ae act ine Dae:
Sandwiches and.

Pitcher or mug
Michelob pitcher only $3
Samuel Adams pitcher

bountiful Fries.

only $4.75

OVER THE BRIDGE
11 - 9 six days a week
1535 G street, Arcata
822 - 1225

99¢

each!

October

15

to

31

VIDEO WIZARD
822-7305

IN SUNNY BRAE CENTER

patagonia
CAPILENE® UNDERWEAR
Siiest happens. Skiers, sailors, paddlers, fishermen and
climbers are all the same when you get down to it. Capilene®
Underwear, available in four weights, is uniquely effective at
wicking moisture from the skin and dispersing it.
You sweat, it works.

NORTHERN
MOUNTAIN
meal SUPPLY

822-8712
16th & G St. - ARCATA

445-3334
5th & V St. - EUREKA

kinko’s

5th & Commercial St. « Eureka
Zane" 7 nae A Week « 445-1711

the copy center
Sale price is for 8'/2” x 11”, auto-fed, single-sided

© Patagonia, Inc.

1990

Photo: NEWTON

copies on 20# white bond.
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Everything
from T-shirts
to pro-quality clothing

15 to 35% off
Manila % Indianola
We Now Deliver To You
5pm to 1 Opm Daily

Pizza for I.

I the Price

the Price! of a Medium

Blue
lith

&

Max
K

Streets

TREK

2 piece

windbreaker suits!
®

| Pizza for

oft a Large

Including:

Pizza
« Arcata

822-4841

HENDERSON
CENTER
BICYCLES
“The Bicycle People”
2811 F Street * Eureka * Mon-Sat 10-6 * 443-9861

Tell the world
The Lumberjack Classies
only $2 for 25 words.
Call Janet at 826-3259
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IDOL
Go wm

8 a.m.-10p.m.

uice

KING

69¢

12 oz. can

bathroom tissue

4 rolls2 ply

78¢

Regular or Light
12 pack cans

$5.48

+C.I.V.
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1990 Close-Outs

Purple Gels

X-factor

Tuesday Softball

No use for a name

Fog Heads

B Basketball

Women’s Basketbali
Milk Duds
Not Again

Have Fun in
Intramural Playoffs!

$5 students
$10 community

oT

Last week to sign up!
If you are interested please
come by the IM Office
~ or call 826-6011

° MEN’S GORE-TEX
SALE $229
"°°
ADVANTAGE JACKET
° MEN’S GORE-TEX
_"*2:#280 ~ SALE $199
ADVANTAGE PARKA
e WOMEN’S GORE-TEX
~ SALE $199

Open Weeknights Until 7pm e Fridays Late ‘till 8

NORTHERN
| MOUNTAIN SUPPLY

GENUINE

!Open 7 Days A Week e Formerly Northern Surplus

5th

Hoss & Co.
Brew Crew
6ft. & under Hoops
Lakers
Ramblers

men & women divisions
Nov. 2 & 3

SALE $245

—SEERSe

Pancake Batters
Friday Softball
Bums

3-on-3 Hoops Tournament!

«WOMEN'S GORE-TEX |. 4390 SALE $245

_—"es:$260.

HEERS,

Mystic Squids
A Basketball

Team U.S.A.
Wednesday Softball
Black Sox
Chelsea
Thursday Softball

F

|

fq

Monday Softball
Mighty Diamionds

Fishheads

"es:*245

GF

Sunday Softball
Bombers
Idiots

COOR’S BEER

CHAMONIX JACKET

at

Undefeated
Intramural
Teams!

Soft-n-Gentle

- {oot

yet

Budweiser

frozen

Orange

° MEN’S GORE-TEX
TECH POWDER SHELL

a

7 Days a Week

Western Famil

-Marmot

i

& Commercial St. Eureka e 445-1711

Sale Limited To Stock On Hand « Prices Good Through Nov. 15th
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Free our TV
Arcata Community Access Television has a tough job.
ACAT, which airs on channel 31, provides an open forum
in which a diverse community can express its views.
But the 3-year-old station may not get the chance to
develop to its full potential of providing this valuable service
to everyone interested in using it.
Some people in the area are dissatisfied with ACAT’s
programming, accuse its management of bias and would like
to see the station off the air. These are the same people who
complain their voices are not heard in the community — “the
silent majority.”
The Lumberjack suggests that channel 31’s opponents
make use of the station as a forum to express their views. It’s
an equal-access channel that any ACAT member may use. It
doesn’t take much to become a member — the only requirement is to live or work in Arcata.
Critics of ACAT programming should consider the alternative: a station with programming geared to offend no one
and to discourage independent thought. Sounds kind of like
commercial television.
Fear of opposing viewpoints underscores many criticisms
of ACAT. Critics claim the management of ACAT is biased
in favor of environmentalists and other “radical” viewpoints.
ACAT defends its programming selections, arguing that
the types of videos it features, many of which are made
locally, are the ones most often submitted to be aired. We
support ACAT’s management and believe the station is
doing its best to give all viewpoints equal play.
Programs attacked include “Deadhead TV” and features

er

about hemp, which some concerned citizens said are not
appropriate for children. In light of the ultra-violent and

explicitly sexual nature of most mainstream television shows,
we do not consider this a legitimate argument. And while we
do not endorse ACAT’s programs per se, we support the
community’s right to air such shows on its access channel.
Channel 31’s programming does not constitute bias on the
part of ACAT’s management. It reflects the views of those
who give their time and energy to make use of a remarkably
accessible medium. If certain others took the time and
energy, there would be an even wider spectrum of programming, and we’d be all the richer for it.
If you don’t like what’s on your television, change the
channel or get yourself on the air — but don’t ask the city to
pull the plug on free speech.
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Print victims’ names
As a sociology major having studied social
deviance I have done much reading on the subject
of rape and rape-victim stigmatization. In
response to Ms. Weiss’ article on whether or not
to print the names of rape victims, I would like to
say that I too am tom on the subject.
Though I am a male, I truly believe I can
empathize with the plight of a rape victim and see
how a strong argument can be made for not
printing the names of rape victims. It is also my
belief, however, that rape, more a crime of power
and control than of sex, could be destigmatized
by treating it like other crimes of power and
control.
One cannot simultaneously hold both the belief
that rape should he destigmatized and seen for
what it is and also hold the belief that we should
treat it like any other crime. Just as the victims of
other violent acts have their names published one
could say that rape victims too should have theirs
published.
As a sociologist, one must maintain as much
objectivity as humanly possible, and with this in
mind while looking at the subject it seems clear
that not publishing the names of rape victims
fundamentally stigmatizes the subject in relation
to other violent crimes.
David Ruzumna
junior, sociology

Legalized drug pushing
I think everyone is aware of drug problems on
college campuses. ..everything from alcoholrelated deaths (20,000 students last year alone) to
serious addictions (25 percent of college students
have reported that they are physically dependent
on alcohol). That is why I’m always amazed that
legalized drug pushing is still allowed in the
“halls of higher education.”

The other day I was handed a small yellow
packet containing two Vivarin tablets. Vivarin
consists of 200 mg of caffeine and is used as a
stimulant to stay awake. Unlike coffee, however,
the unaware user can overdose on Vivarin. These
litle packets were included in a pre-fab “good
stuff” package from a product distribution
company and handed out to residence hall
students at check-in.
I should also mention that Vivarin ads occasionally occur in The Lumberjack — usually

half- or full-page in length — with claims such
as, “It took Galileo 16 years to master the
universe. You have one nights Revive with
Vivarin.”
Clue me if I’m wrong, but isn’t there a rather
unhealthy message here? I’m hearing encouragement for the all-night last-minute study session,
rather than a few drug-free hours in the library
each day.
This brings me to advertising practices done by
several other “legal drug” companies...the drugs
being nicotine and alcohol. These folks know it’s
cost-effective to target young people (i.e. college
Students) with subtle manipulations because the

younger you are when you start a habit, the
harder it is to quit later on. This means money in
the bank for companies such as R.J. Reynolds and
Annheuser Busch.
Their targeting, though they deny it, is obvious.
Look at the number of alcohol-related ads in The
Lumberjack as compared to other local newspapers. Look at the average age of the people in
their ads on television. Look who's sponsoring
athletic events and rock concerts.
It’s our responsibility to be aware that our
minds and bodies are at risk of being influenced
in a potentially harmful way. Next time you have
a chance to thumb through magazine ads or
glance at the billboards along Highway 101, you
may want to consider what kind of message
you're getting and whether or not you're immune.

Leona Mendenhall
coordinator, Substance Abuse Resource Center
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The psychology of racism in America
An HSU activist explains why education today needs a multicultural approach
African-Americans like the stink of lies we
grow up with.
I know this now, only because I found
personal reasons to investigate thoroughly.
Yet I still must hear statements like, “The
money spent on education in America
should be used to teach the history of Americans” (Rush Limbaugh, last year). The obvious implication is that people of color and
women are less American than those who
history traditionally acknowledges. Words
like that are difficult to hear, knowing ancestors were here before the pilgrims.
But the real pain comes from the words I
heard last year — ironically, in a Psychology of Prejudice class. “Ethnic studies is
fine, but you have to learn the real history
first,” a student said.
I didn’t know whether to laugh at his
ignorance or cry in anguish knowing that
his statement represents the level of know!edge that will teach my children and govern
this society.
I feel no animosity toward that student. I
grew up here, and with all that has happened tome] never hated European-Americans — even though I learned again and
again, through skewed examples in history
and the media, that white people are good
and important while black people are bad
and insignificant.
I was taught to hate African-Americans

Byron Turner
GUEST COLUMNIST
As a freshman in the residence halls, I
didn’t know what to do when I came back
to my room and found a drawing of a
hanging black man on my door.
In aclose living situation you know who
likes you and who doesn’t, and you learn
early, if you are a person of color, whom to

avoid. Sometimes it’s a look and sometimes people will be more direct and just
call you “nigger” — as has happened on
several occasions.
So I knew who left the drawing, but I

didn’t know what to do. The Living Group
Adviser was a friend of the person, so what
would he do? Would I be making even
more trouble for myself by speaking out?
I decided to leave the stain on my door. I
felt that the more others saw it the more
support I would get from those who just
don’t know what happens when people are
taught to dislike difference.
Unfortunately, the drawing did not last
five minutes. From inside my room, I could
hear a group of women stop and utter their
disgust. They erased it because it made
them feel uncomfortable.
I think this scenario represents a microcosm of America and American history.
The continuous mistreatment of some goes
unchecked and any attempt to reveal it is
erased — not because of racism, but because acknowledging unpleasant realities
causes discomfort.
Social psychologists call this “reduction
of dissonance.” We practice it frequently
when we are confronted with a conflict
between what we believe and how we act.
That Thomas Jefferson could write “all
men are created equal and are endowed
with certain inalienable rights,” and yet
himself own slaves, is difficult for some to
understand. But if we comprehend this bit
of psychology it becomes clear that we
have within us built-in defenses that allow
this sort of hypocrisy.
When we are confronted with such a

and, consequently, myself. This is the realsituation we have few choices. We either
alter our behavior
or our attitudes. If neither

is convenient or possible, the other alternative is to deny the information. It is easier to
say, “Slaves are happy,” or, “How lucky
they are that we gave them civilization,” or,
“God meant for us to rule over inferior

people.”
It would have created tremendous dissonance for Jefferson— who wrote of blacks’
natural inferiority in his notes on Virginia

—toacknowledge that the first universities
were in Africa. It would have been hard for
Jefferson to admit that Africans were building pyramids, smelting carbon steel and

calculating the circumference of the earth
2,000 years ago.
What damage has been wrought to the
American soul living with a Constitution
that proclaims equality under the law, while
African-American and Native American
leaders are assassinated by local police and
the FBI with no prosecutions?
Today we avoid this dissonance by avoiding knowledge encompassed in multicultural education. Historians, journalists
and government leaders tell us studying
others will be divisive. However, the social
divisions exist whether we acknowledge
them or not. Poverty and violence follows

ity of racism. It is not simply color prejudice, but the reflection of one ethnic group’s
absolute control of others. It is power spurred
by hate, which maintains itself by teaching
others to self-destruct.
I know how difficult it is to overcome
these attitudes, but our society and planet
are sick. They need as many hearts and
minds seeking solutions as possible.
Multiculturalism is an opportunity, not a
burden.
Byron Turner, a social science graduate
student, was named 1991 HSU “Man of the
Year” and is a contributor to The Source,
HSU’ s Student Affirmative Action Journal.

There’s just no escaping the dumb question, is there?
I wonder, is there such a thing as a stupid question?
ie
Two weekends
a.
\
ago I found myself in the Bay
Area watching a
haze of smoke
the sun. As
shroud
I drove back to
John Hatcher
HumboldtCounty
that Sunday night
I kept myself awake listening to AM-radio coverage of the
fire. If ever there was a time for inane interrogation, this
was the place:
“Tell me chief, is this fire under control?”
“So, you just lost your house and all the possessions
which you have been accumulating throughout your lifetime. How do you feel?”
Perhaps the greatest haven for the truly worthless
inquiry is the college classroom.
Anyone who has taken a course has heard these immortal
words: “The only stupid question is the one that isn’t
_ asked.”
Anchored with this maxim in their consciences, students
take off intorealms of stupidity never thought conceivable.

There's one in every class. The questions start off slow

at first, but armed with the thought that nothing isn’t worth
asking, he or she presses onward into unfathomable realms
of stupidity.
Finally it reaches a point where the hand goes up, and a
collective groan shudders from the class. The teacher tries
to look away, but alas, having uttered those fatal words
early in the semester, must allow the questioner to plow
away.
“Is that going to be on the mid-term?”
“Are those your real teeth?”
Like it or not, the stupid question pervades our
culture.
I was in the library a few days ago when I came upon a
friend staring blankly at the rising stack of psychological
abstracts piled around her, intermixed with notes and
scribblings of every kind.
“Hi Lisa. How’s it going?” I asked.
From somewhere beneath the pile I could see a pair of
bloodshot, hound-dog eyes glow with a faint tinge of red.
I almost thought I could hear a low growl.
In fact, the salutatory question is doomed to stupidity
whenever it is asked. Does anyone really want
to know how
I am doing? (I'm doing fine by the way, thanks for asking.)
One
of my favorite questions is the one you hear on a bus

or at the theater.

“Excuse me, is anyone sitting there?”
Geez, I hope not, but you tell me.
There’s no escape, and the sooner we accept this flaw in
the human character, the sooner we can get on with living.
Ultimately, only one question merits asking: If Superman and Wonder Woman were to get into a fight, who
would win?

Yo! drop us a line...
Hey you...don’t just sit there,
get involved in your world, and
let ’em know how ya feel.
Send Letters to the Editor to
The Lumberjack, Nelson Hall
East 6 (the basement). Letters

must be received by 5 p.m.
Friday, and they must be limited

to 250 words. Please include
your name, major, year (or

address in the case of nonstudents) and phone number.
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For Oct. 30
to Rov. d

oafurday
Music
Jambalaya: Dr. Ross and the Soul Twisters.
Et cetera
Performance by Guillermo Gomez-Pefia
in “1991,” as part of the Chicano Voices
Festival, 8 p.m. in Van Duzer Theater, $9,

Music
North Coast Inn: Dave Trabue and

$6 students.

Fulkerson Recital Hall, $7.50.

Thursday

Et cetera
Presentation on Women’s Farming
Cooperatives and Rural Development in
Togo, 5 p.m. at CCAT.

Roundup.

Hotel Arcata: Thad Beckman.
Concerts
HSU Music Faculty Artists Series presents
a Mozart gala fundraiser, 8 p.m. in

Tuesday

Acoustic evening with Los Lobos, 8 p.m.
in Van Duzer Theater, sold out.
Et cetera
Mexican food market and El Dia de los

Et cetera

Peace Corps presentation, Agricultural
Extension and Reforestation in Mauritania,

Muertos offering, Van Duzer Theater, 6:30

iVEUSIC

Jose Gutiérrez, noon, on the HSU )yuad.
Concerts
Jose Gutiérrez, 9 p.m., in the Depot, $10.
Theater
Short plays, “All Roads Lead to Utah,” and

an excerpt from “The Grand Ceremonial,” 8
p.m. in Gist Hall theater, free, runs through
Saturday.

p.m.
Humboldt NORML’s HempFest West, 11

ater, $13, $8 students.

Howl spooky and frightening it would be if
people didn’t get information about upcom-

a.m. to 5 p.m. at Redwood Park, free.

ing events to eerie NHE 6 by 5 p.m. Friday.

Sierra Club hike through Arcata Community Forest, 822-5953 or 822-8542 for
details.

| halloween haunts

||

|

American Association of University

| HSU Safe and Sober Costume Party, 9
| p.m.-1 a.m. in Kate Buchanan Room, $2.
| | Club Latinos Unidos costume dance at

Women meeting, 11:30 a.m. at the First
United Methodist Church on F Street in
Eureka, 822-4220 for lunch reservations.
Arcata Acapella Choir, 9:30 a.m. to noon
in the Jacoby Creek School music room.
677-3591 for more information.

Music
The Ritz: Singing With the Hits finals.
Theater
Teatro de.la Esperanza in “Real Women
Have Curves,” 8 p.m. in Van Duzer The-

5:30 p.m. in NHE 232.

| Ferndale Fairgrounds, $10, $5.
|

Pretenders’ Poltergeist on the Plaza (773

| 8th St.), hard-core scare and kids’ shows,
ee

| through Friday, $3, $2 children.
| “Haunted Library” fundraiser, Wednesday,
7. 11 p.m. and Thursday,
7 p.m. to 1 a.m. at
636 E. St. in Eureka (next to the Eureka
, Theater), $2.

Music

—

Ottavio’s Restaurant: The Beamers.

Redwood Alliance’s party, at the Old
Creamery Dancenter, $5.
l AIDS Emergency Fund benefit costume
| dance, Saturday, 9 p.m. at the Old Creamery

| Dancenter, $4.

stl the Mules...
Arcata

1036 G St.

° “The Doctor,” 7:45, and “Late for

e Dinner,” 9:55.
$ Midnight showing of “The Grateful
¢ Dead,” Friday and Saturday.

sMinor

| The Minions at The North Coast Inn
| “costomb” party, no cover.
HSU sports are away this week, but
here’s a look at what’ s coming up:
Volleyball
v. Chico State, Nov. 9.
Soccer

v. Chico State, Nov. 9, 10.

| The Ritz’s costume party with Dr. Ross and
| the Soul Twisters, 9:30.
| The Bishop Mayfield Band and costume
| contest at the Jambalaya.
Swingshift at the Lost Coast Brewery

| costume party, $5.

Li

i

a

ig as

ara care il

1015 HSt.

HSH history lesson

° “Delusion,” 7:20, and “The Grifters,”’
$ 9:20.

* “An Angel at My Table,” 9:10.
: “Robin Hood,” 7:10, and “The Sea
e Hawk,” 9:10.

* “City Slickers,” 2:20 and 4:20, weekend.
@

$ Call 822-5171 for times and last minute° type program information. (Matinees and
e such. ) Above shows play Nov. 2-9.

Back in 1958, this was homecoming week.
HSU photojournalism course project of a
day in the life of the Hupa people, in the
library foyer through Nov. 7.
Exhibition of large Polaroid photographs
by Ellen Land-Weber in the Reese Bullen
Gallery through Dec. 7.

Activities included: a parade, a cider and
donut social, a bonfire rally held in a secret
location and a variety show held under a
circus tent.

A “10 Cents and a Toy” costume dance
required attendees to bring a toy or pay a
whole 25-cent admission.

_ CLASSIFIED
__ | WE‘RE LOOKING FOR A TOP frater| nity, sorority or student organization
that would like to make $500-$1500 for
| aone week marketing project right on
Campus. Must be organized and hard

|

working. Call Robert at 800 592-2121.
SUMMER MGMT INTERNSHIP.

Valu-

able experience managing team of
employees, customers and suppliers.

~..,| Apply now. Most hiring done by No». | vember. Avg. student gross profit
1 $11,287 last summer. Call Triple ‘A’
- | Student Painters for information 1-800426-6441.

RAISE $500...$1000...$1500

FOOL

SERVICES
IF YOU HAVE ASSIGNMENTS THAT
NEED TYPING! call Mearl at
Henderson Street Word processing.
443-2996.

BUNDY

DO YOU RUN?

Then this event is for you!!!

IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER
386DX, 68 mb hard drive, 5mb Ram,

Activities presents a 3.9 mile runwith a
3.0 mile paddle during the FIRST ANNUAL BIATHLON to take place NO-

VGA color, modem, scanner, 24 pin
letter quality printer, joystick, tons of
software, some books. Everything is
about one year old. $1600 or $1500

without printer.

VEMBER 9Q
Activities.
tion.

Call Bill, 826-2338 or

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT, alli utilities
paid; McKinleyville, 3 miles from HSU, pets
negot., ocean view, $495. Open Now! 8393714.

THRILLS

ABSOLUTELY
NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED!
CALL

OPPORTUNITIES

1-800-950-8472,

ext.

50

FOR SALE
KAYAKS, USED AND BARELY USED.
All major models. Great prices. Used
kayak gear. Dry suits. Free instruction
with purchase and access to other beginners. 943-3547.
11/6

“A

NEW

PROSPECTIVE

BRIDGES!” Vertigo Bungee.

ON
Nov. 3;

822-8242 after 7 p.m.
THINKING

SNOW?

Yes,

Warren

Miller's latest feature-length

ski film,

“Born to Ski,” will be showing at HSU in
Nov.

Individual and

Call 826-3357 for informa-

THREE INTELLIGENT, FUN, CHARMING, humorous 20 yr. old women are
interested in intelligent, cultured, conversational partners.
No experience
necessary. No eews need apply. Send
replies to Babes with Brains, 4627 Cypress, JGC, Arcata, CA 95521.

FOR RENT

or other campus organization.

in Arcata.

Center

teamevents. Prizes!! Gift Certificates!
Registration deadline Nov. 7 at Center

leave message.

For your fraternity, sorority, team

Call
11/6

DO YOU PADDLE?

11/28

LOST: BOOKBAG, GREEN “Army type,”
Calc. book, Nelson Hall Rm 106, Wed 10/23
1p.m. Call 442-1445 eves, 444-0708 days.
Reward if returned by 11/4.

RAISING

TYPING, WORD PROCESSING, ED-

#1 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE: Your
fraternity, sorority, or other campus
group can earn between $500-1000 in
less than 7 days. You pay absolutely
nothing. Call: 1-800-735-2077 Ext. 3.
11/13

Little

LOST & FOUND

NEED IT TYPED? Try Martha's professional word processing service.
Fast, accurate, friendly & reasonable.
Laser printing/disc storage. 445-1814.
12/11
tutoring.

SAXOPHONE.

used, pads in good condition. $400 or
make offer. Robert Miller, 822-5496.

11/6

ITING proofreading,
MaryJo. 822-2027.

ALTO
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Look here for further details.

IT MIGHT MAKE YOU FEEL CONFUSED, dirty, doubtful of your own selfworth, violated, dis-empowered, mistrustful of others, misunderstood or
blamed, isolated from your peers, the
need to relocate or change schools or
majors, like you need support but don't
know where to find it. Sexual Harassment Awareness Week Nov. 4-8. Look
for flyers of events.
DEAR DYIN’: Now |'m dyin—-to see you
again! When you did that hand-stand,
holding your breath for five full minutes
underwater inthe hot tub—well, my curls

curled culier. What's next, Hon? Curlier
Than Ever

LUMBERJACK CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS!
Place ads at University Ticket Office, Nelson Hall East

Limite

amo

unt
FLU SHOTS!
$5 for Student, Faculty & Staff

Flu shots can be lifesaving.
Those who should be immunized are those:
* over 65 years of age
with chronic disease involving heart,
* lungs, liver, kidneys, or blood
with AIDS, cancer or other conditions that

Happy Hour prices from kick off to the end of the game

64 0z. pitchers $3.00

Tequila Touchdowns $1.25

Glass of Coors $.75

Jack Daniels Sack Shot $1.25

HAPPY HOUR

FREE HOT DOGS!

64 oz. pitchers
Every day 4 -8
Glass of draft 75¢

° affect the immune system
who have had their spleen removed
¢ anyone else who wants to avoid coming
down with influenza

Shots will be given beginning
Monday, November 4, and
continue while supplies last

Free Munchies 4 - 6 pm Monday - Friday

LIVE MUSIC
Nov 1
Nov. 2

No cover!

North

Coat Fan

4975 Valley West Bivd.- Arcata + (707)822-4861
Hwy. 101 to Giuntoli Exit , turn right!

bes

tat tet nt et etetetene ee
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Flu clinic times for the

Week of November 4:

Monday, Nov 4
Tuesday, Nov 5

10:00-noon & 2:00-4:00 p.m.
10:00-noon

Thursday, Nov 7

10:00-noon & 2:00-4:00 p.m.

Friday, Nov 8

10:00-noon

After November 8 clinic times will be posted on the
front door of the Student Health Center
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Bishop Mayfield
Dave Trabue & Roundup
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Dinner buffet
All you can eat

.

with glass of wine

$9.95
Tuesday thru Thursday

_,

Fresh Seafood Buffet

S

All

=

tr

ee

eh.

GI

ay

you can eat
of wine

For $10.95

Saturday 6-9p.m.

}
b

6-9 p.m.

€

Ala Carte always available

Yes, we do veggies!

a
é

RODUCTS
BUBBLE BATH - LOCALLY MADE AND IMPORTED SOAP

ARCATA

CA

#55821

MGS Phone (707) 826-0217 of

(800) 344-1221

WERE BACK AND CELEBRATING!
1031 H. ST. ARCATA 822-3450

LIVE FOLK MUSIC © TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS ¢ INTERNATIONAL MAGS, NEWSPAPERS ¢ FROG POND
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COFFEEHOUSE
e
e
e
e

CAPPUCINO
PASTRIES
FIREPLACE
JUICE BAR

OPEN EVERY DAY

(

AOT TBS sce -twrsoe-noon

INCLUDING HOLIDAYS

FRIDAY & SATURDAY: NOON TO 1 AM

— Gift Certificates Available —

CORNER STH & J STREETS, ARCATA © CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS
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